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BISHOP-ELDERS
CABINET MEETING
TOMORROW NIGHT
Memphis Conference Commen-
ces at Humboldt, Tenn., Wed-
nesday --Lay Delegates and
Ministers From Paducah
District---Invited to Broad-
way
NMWS OF PADUCAH CHURCHES
Memphis conference of the Method-
ist church, south, convenes at Hum-
boldt, Tenn., Wednesday, and Dr. J.
W. Blackard, presiding elder of the
Paducah district, will go Tuesday to
attend the meeting of eldeis tomrrow
afternoon and the cabinet conference
of bishop and elders tomorrow night.
He will convey an invitation from the
Broadway church for the conference
to meet here next year.
Lay delegates from this district
are: J. D. Eades, Birmingham; Jerry
M. Porter, Clinton; J. F. Blalock.
Mayfield; T. E. Davis, Arlington. Be-
isdes the presiding eider, the follow-
ing ministers will attend from this
district: J. H. Nutter, Arlington; W.
B. Pickens, Bardwell; T. W. Evans,
Barlow and Wickliffe; J. T. Ricketts,
Bryansburg; W. T. Bolling, Broad-
way; 0. W. Banks. Trimble strret:
P. He Fields, Third street; W. J. Nay-
lor, Paducah city missions; T. J.
Owens, Riedland circuit: T. J. Magill,
Clinton circuit; L. Hamilton, Clin-
ton; T. M. McNutt, Farmington cir
cult; W. A. Watt, LaCenter circuit:
W. A. Cook. Lovelaceville circuit; T.
P. Ramsey, Mayfield circuit; C. A.
Waterfield, Mayfield; E. A. Tucker.
Milburn circuit; William Holland,
Oak Level circuit; E. J. Wright,
Sedalia circuit; S. L. Jewell, Spring
Hill circuit; J. R. Womble, Wing°
-circuit; R. E. Bratisfield, Woodville
circuit.
At the Churches.
Spacial services were the attraction
at most of the churches yesterday.
At the Methodist churches unusual in
terest attaches to the last sermon be-
fore conference and there was good
attendance everywhere. , At the Trim-
ble Street Methodist and the First
Christian churches excellent musical
program's were rendered.
At the German Evangelical a ser-
mon on the reformation and the re-
ception of eight new additions to the
membership characterized the Sab-
bath observance.
TWO VISITING DAYS AT
COUNTY JAIL HEREAFTER.
So overrun has the county jail
been with visitors that Jailer James
Eaker has made a rule limiting visit-
ors to Thursday and Sunday. He hitt]
not time to attend to his regular
duties because of showing visitors
about.
Will Oppose Gaines for Nomination.
Nashville. Tenn., Nev. 11—con-
gressman John Wesley Galilee will
have opposition for renomination.
Joseph W. Byrnes, a well known at-
torney of Nashville and speaker of
the senate some years ago, today an-
noticed his candidacy. Ho will chal-
lenge Mr. Gaines to a joint discus-
sion.
Burglars Rob PostaBlee.
--Guthrie, Nov. 11.—Robbers, after
blowing the safe in the 13eftver Cite
postoffice last night, secured $100 in
postal funds and considerable regis-
tered mail. They had a running fight
ith citizens.
I. C. Station Burned.
Evansville. Ind., Nov. 11.—The
Illinois Central railway station at
Clay, Ky., was destroyed by fire last
night. The origin is unknown. A
new station had been agitated for the
past year.
Tried to Blow Him Up.
Montrose. Col., Nov. 11.—An at-
tempt was made last night to assas-
sinate Dr. Charles. Beatty, humane
officer, who has been a leader In the
1.rosecutio1 of saloon keepers
charged with evening to minors. Dye
namite was exploded under the bug-
gy in ,which he was riding. The rig
was destroyed and Beatty slightly in-
jured.
Seven Men Killed.
St. Ettnae. Fiance, Nov. 11.—Con-
firmation was received of seven. men
being killed in a Rombeaud mine
shaft last nigell when the elevator
cable snapped. All the accupants
were hurled to death.
Chicago, Nov. 11.— Twenty-five
thousand- members of the Switchmen's
union, today demanded an increase of
six eents an hour. Their representa-
tives met the managers of 23'railroste
systems here and an early reply is
asked.
THREE BIG FIRES ON SUNDAY
KEEP LADDIES BUSY ALL DAY
COMSUME MUCH PROPERTY
Two Houses Destroyed in Rowland-
town---Tom Leech's Residence is
Damaged---Downtown Fire
Three fires within twelve hours
kept Paducah firemen busy after 4
o'clock Sunday afternoon. Damage
in two of the fires was slight, but
the third entailed a loss of about
$1,2110 partly covered by 'insurance.
The fire department did excellent
work saving property in Rowland-
town with probably the longest line
of hose' ever stretched in Paducah.
Fire in Debris.
Fire originating among dry goods
boxes and debris back of the Palmer
House, called out companies Noe. 1,
3 and 4 at 4: ilet o'clock Sunday after-
noon. Boys had mischievously set
the boxes afire. The flames were
easily extinguished before any prop-
erty was reached.
The Leesli Residence Visited.
A second fire at T. C. Leech's res-
idence near Broadway on Fountain
avenue, called company No. :3 out at
9 o'cloek Sunday night, Sparks from
a chimney bet the roof afire, and it
wee necessary to set up eeveral sec-
tions of ladders to reach.' the high
roof, which stands three stories
above the ground. The damage will
amount to lege than 12.e.
'Handle Brothers Lose Romps.
The third run was made to Atkins
agenue, the last street in the. city
limits in Rowlandtown. Fire orig-
PADUCAH-CAIRO
PACKET LINE
mating from an unknown cause was
discovered at 1:3e this morning. It
started in one of the two small
frames owned and occupied by Han-
dle Bros, colored contractors. The
No. 3 company answered and found
its 1,000 feet of hose Oa) short. A
second alarm brought the No. 4 real
with additional hose, but the flames
had spread rapidly and consumed
both houses before a stream of water
reached them. Captain Jack Slaugh-
ter worked hard and saved adjoin-
ing property. The loss will amount
to about $1,241-0, partly covered by
insurance.
Blew Out His Beanie.
Denver, Col., Nov. 11.--J. Pigsler.
said to be a wealthy resident of Mary
Mo., until recently, blew out
his brains last night.
PATROLMEN SAM HOWELL
AND WALLACE RESIGN.
Patrolmen Sam Howell and Tom
Wallace have resigned from the po-
lice force.
THE M'CRACKEN COUNTY
MEDICAL SOCIETY MEET.
The McCracken County Medical
society will meet tonight fith Dr. J.
G. Brooks at his ofAce in the True-
heart building. Dr. Brooks will de
liver the principal lecture of the
meeting.
A 1.A16 FELL ON HIS ARM
AND rr BROKE THE DONE.
STOPS SERVICE A B. Driver, an employe of isittle'e
On account of poor business eaused
by the stringency in the money mar-
ket the J. B. Richardson, which has
been making regular trips between
Paducah and Cairo in lieu of the
Dick Fowler, which Is laid up for re-
pairs. was discontinued this morning
and the Richardson will return to her
regular Cumberland river trade Wed-
nesday.
During the past week it isesetid by
the management of the Paducah and
Cairo Steam Packet company that
the business has fallen off so much
that it would man almost a total
loss to attempt to run the boat under
prevailing conditions.
The Cairo and Paducah trade is not
the only boat lines to suffer, there
being a correksonding failing off in
the 'business of the Tennessee river
and upper Ohio river packets. so
much its that either the Kentucky
or the Clyde may be discontinued
this week. Not only are these boats
carrying little freight on their out-
going trips, but they are bringing in
but little produce, the farmers being
afraid to ship their grain and live-
stock while the market Is so uncer-
tain.
It is said that the farmers are in
good shape and in position to hold
their products and will do so until
the scare over the present stringency
blows over,
Grain Market.
St. Louis, Nov. 11.—Wheat, 94;
corn, 64; oats, 50.
THE WEATHER.
Generally fair tonight and Tues-
day. Colder. Highest tempereture
yesterday, 30; lowest today, 20.
Spoke factory, had his right arm
broken Saturday by a heavy timber
failing on him. The injury was
dressed by Dr. L. L. Smith.
1:1,1-a EN ENGINEERS ARE
PUT BACK TO FIRING.
I Eleven engineers promoted duringthe summer have been "vet track"
and are now occupying the left hand
side of the cab, using the scoop.
Young engineers are always given
places of firemen when there is not
enough work at the throttle to keep
them busy
REPUBLICANS CAN
SEE OPPORTUNITY
TO CONTROL POUSE
Louisville, Nov. 11.—The Repub-
licans have a chance to organise the
lower house of the legislature and
they are straining every nerve to
that end. M. H. Thatcher, who has
been one of the principal managers
cif the recent campaign. Is les fixed
in the belief that the Republicans
can control the house of representa-
tives that he left the city yesterday
for a swing In the state to so if he
cannot make things a certainty on
this line. It was stated at Republi-
can headquarters last night that Mr.
Thatcher said before he left that he
was confident that the official count
in one or two districts would show
up to the advantage of the Republi-
cans.
It is the belief that the aim of the
Republicans is to file cantests in dis-
tricts which prove to be close on the
official count, and it is believed by
many that this is the object of Mr.
Thatcher's trip out 1 nthe state. At
the headquarters it could not be as-
certained where Mr. Thatcher had
gone. lie will be absent from the
city several days.
May Go After Mueller.
It was also rumored in Republican
circles that Chris Mueller, who was
the only Democrat elected from Louis
vile to a seat In the house ,of repre-
sentatives, would not be slowed to
take his seat. The official count
shows that Mr. Mueller had been
elected by a majority of 79 votes
over his Republican opponent from
the, district comprising the Second
and Third wards. e .
Justice Harlan Coming.
Governor-elect Augustus E. Will-
son has received a telegram from
Justice John M. Harlan,' 'OrrWash
in gton , D. C.. hi tt former law partner,
stating that he would he present at
the inaugural ceremonies in Frank-
fort, 'December 10.
Took Laudanum
Charles Taylor, of 930 Trimble
street, who was put under bond to
keep the peace toward his step-
daughter, Cora Overbey, drank an
ounce of laudanum Sunday morning
at 1 o'clock. City Physk Ian Harry
Williamson reached his side at 11
o'clock and saved him. Taslor was
removed to the Riverside hospitaI.
He worked at the cordage factory.
It is said he wished to merry his
step-daughter, who charged him with
threatening to kill her,
BLOODY AFFAIR
IS FIERCE FIGHT
ON THIRD STREET
Richard Yeltema and George Jones
young men, engaged in one of the
bloodiest cutting affrays in several
years Saturday night on Third street
between Kentucky avenue and Broad
way, and both were eerieusly cut.
How the fight started no one knew,
but before it had gotten well started
both whipped out kniyes and began
to slash.
Yeltema was cut in the face, the
wound starting In forehead and ex-
tending below one eye. The second
cut was through his utile'. lip. He
cut Junta in the side, the knife {pen-
etrating the abdominal cavity but not
making a fatal wound.
Yelterna was arrested and a
charge of naallcious cutting will be
filed against bias. A warrant has
already „been sworn out against Jones
for maiirtnns - rutting' but he te het
under arrest,
Struck With SksIge.
Garfield lerogge, eruplfned at the
Paducah Traction company car barns
was atruck in the chest by a 241 pound
sledge hammer which slipped off the
-natter."
Found His Grip.
Father C. 0. Sullivan has recov-
ered hie grip lost at the Union sta-
tion Saturday night. Souse one had
picked it up ad set it in the lunch
stand. The contents were intact.
Leers Grip and Money.
Father C. 0. :Sullivan reported the
loss of a grip containing two checks,
one-tor $30 and the other for $1000.
Saturday night at the Union station.
He set Use grip in the smoking room
and caught the 6:1.1 Cairo train.
forgetting the grip until he had got-
ten to Maxon Mills.
Motor Fraud Case.
Chicago, Nov. 11. -- Wilbur S.
Snow, "Professor" Benson C. Bidwell
and his brother, Charles Bidwell
were today held by the federal com-
missioner to await the grand jury's
action in the alleged swindle that
netted them nearly $300.000. For a
month the men have been advertising
stock in the Bidwell Electric com-
pany, which controlled a motor which
reverses naturally, without friction.
generating heat and causing the fric-
tion to produce ice.
J. D. HOCKER INSANE
Owensboro. Ky., Nov. 11.—(Spe-
ctal.)—Rev. J D. Hocker. tomer
Prohibition candidate for lieutenant
governor, was adjudged insane.
MRS J. M. GHEEN
Mrs. J. M. Gbeen. 58 years old,
wife of Mr. J. M. Gheen, of McKin-
ley avenue, died Saturday night at
11:30 o'clock of abcess of the liver.
after a lingering illness. She leaves
a husband and four children. The
body was this morning taken to
Grand Rivers for burial.
BIG SEED MAN DEAD
---
Detroit, Nov. 11.—D. M. Ferry.
senior head of the big seed house and
president of several banks, was found
dead in his home today.
WARDEN AFTER POACHERS
John Dean, game warden of Mc-
Cracken county, has secured names
of three poachers who are said to be
guilty of shooting quail out of sea-
son, and will immediately swear out
warrants and prosecute them to the
fullest extent of the law. The game
law will be out on the 19th and he
will watch closely all fields. Poach-
ers have been active of late but have
kept' their tracks well covered. The
poachers knowen to Game Warden
Dean are prominent men, and as a
favor to them he will not give out
names until after the prosecution Rite
the true facts ate known. The) pro
claim their innocence, alleging that
they killed ducks and no quail.
FIRST REAL COLD
WAVE OF SEASON
VISITS COUNTRY
Northwest Visited by Blizz-
ard and Snow Falls in Two
States,While Gale is Raging
on Great Lakes-Temperature
Got no Higher Than 50 Ali
Day Sunday.
FELL TO 20 THIS MORNING
Twenty' nine degrees ebove zero
this morning with a clear sky and a
heavy frost put the !Wishing ouch
on such vegetation as escaped f mer
frosts, and made the ears and hoses
of early pedestrians tingle.
The cold wave commenced Satur-
day night, and gradually grew more
intense throughout Sunday, rap de-
grees being the highest point attained
by the mercury in mid-day. Last
night the cold eetled down and made
people feel snug by the fire
The cold Is general, particularly in
the northwest.
School House Cold.
The first touch of real cold weather
caught Washington school without
any fire in the furnaces and with
every room cold. The janitor failed
to show up, and it was not known
where he was until after school
opened. He had left the city without
informing Supnanteadent. Cornages.
or Principal Sugg and got left at Ful-
ton. Silas Keyil, who formerly acted
as janitor, was secured, and by recess
In the morning he had the furnaces
going and the rooms comfortably
heated.
To prevent pupils catching a cold
and probably developing a serious Ill-
ness, Superintendent Carnagey or-
dered Washington building dismissed
shortly after school had taken up
until this afternoon when the rooms
could be heated.
Snow at St. Paul.
Bt. Paul. Nov. IL—Light snow
fell throughout Minnesota and the
Dakotes Sunday.
Gale on Lake Superior.
Marquette. Mich., Nov. 11.—Six
inches of snow fell here Sunday. and
it Is still snowing. A heavy gale is
raging on Lake Superior.
First at Omalut.
Omaha, Nov. 11.—The' first snow
of the season fell over Omaha and
much of the state Sunday.
More Snow in Wisconsin.
La Crosse, Wis., Nov. 11.—The first
snow of the season fell here yeste--
day, accompanied by a fall of 20 de-
grees in temperature
 •
QUIET AT OWENSBORO
Oweemboro, Ky.. Nov. 11 (Special)
--Borers of apiece county have
notified the growers that, owing to
tight conditions of money, they will
not receive any tobaceo until after
December 16. This is expected to
quiet trouble. Plans are on for a
compromise between the contending
factions.
CALEB POWERS TRIAL
Georgetown, Ky., Nov. 11.—(Spe-
cial.)-----The trial of Caleb Powers was
called this morning with Judge Mor-
rison on the bench. Powers is anxious
for a trial. Many witnesses are
present, On request of the common-
wealth the court granted a recess
until tomorrow.
COULDN'T SEE SHOW
London, Nov. 11.—Kaiser Wil-
helm landed at Portsmouth in a fog
so dense that the gorgeous pageant
arranged could not be wen. The
kaiser could hardly see the prince of
Wales, who was there to welcome
him, The crowd couldn't see royalty
five feet away and did not know for
whom to cheer. The arrival, which
should have been at 8, was postponed
until 2 this afternoon, on account of
the fog.
CUT IN CAR SHOPS
Saturday afternoon an order was
received from Chicago authorizing a
cut In 'the car department of the Pa-
ducah Illinois Central -shops of 30
men. They were taken from the ottra
gangs. This leaven the usual force
norking. The yards are well filled
with bad order cars, and the 'latter
winter business will call for all roll-
ing stock available.
JOE PURCHASE TIPPED FOR
OFFICE OF DEPUTY JAILER
WITH JAILER SAM BEADLES
DIXIE KNITTING
MILLS BOUGHT IN.
MAY BE OPERATED
At the :elle of the pieperty, ma-
chinery and stock of the Dixie Knit-
ting mills this morning; F. P. leeof,
manager of the Cohankue mills, put
chased the real estate and machinery
of the concern. $s,reit being paid for
the real estate', and $2i1ete1 fur the
machinery. The stock and ray, ma-
terial of the concern were botight li
George C. Wallace? for $4,6eit.
concern was invoised for $50,0ent.
Mr. Toof, it Is said, purchaeed the
property to protect bond holders; but
he expects parties here in a seek or
ten days to inspect the property, who
will probably reorganize- the company
with local and foreign capital and
start the plant again at its full ca-
pacity.
DIDN'T GET FAR
BUT COMMITTED
TWO BAD CRIMES
Held on two charges, one a felony,
Arthur Breedlow, colored, lies to
jail to review details of one of the
quickest robberies, arrests and con-
victions on record. Breedlow was
quick. but Detective T. J. Moore was
quicker. Breediow stood in front of
Frunke, clothing store, Second street
and Broadway._ Saturday night wist-
fully viewing a pair of shoes hanging
outside. He grabbed the shoes and
ran to see-0nd garret and Kentucky
avenue. Diving into Marooffakt's
saloon he offered the shoes for sale.
and received $1. Just as he was
putting the money in his trousers'
pocket Detective Moore ran in and
arrested him. Moore had passed
Frank's store just after the theft and
traced his man easily. For stealing
the shoes the negro was held over
for petit larceny, and for selling them
as his own property he was held for
obtaining money by false prettsnses.
EARTHQUAKE MAY
BE RESPONSIBLE
FOR 20,000 DEAD
St. Petersburg. Nov. 11.—Twenty
thousand may fall short of the tote.
killed in the reoeat --lieuisiansTurke—
stan earthquake. Official reports
show 14,000 dead have been located
but the teritory Is so vast it will he
weeks before the full number is
known, In Karatagh 1,004 wer,
is:Iled and many -other town,: were
destroyed.
ALIVE BUT DOOMED
Mahoney City. Nov. 11.---Impris-
owed behind tone of slush and dirt,
Michael McCabe is a prisonesr in one
of the workings of Draper Colliery
alive, but%doomed to death. A blast
Saturday caused a rave in so great
that a month's work will be necessary
before McCabe earl be reached. His
wife was aiding the rescuers through
the night.
•04 
H. D. SALE DIES
Mr. H. D Sale, 36 years old, tiled
Sunday night at 9::111 o'cloeit of' a
complications of diseases at the
residence of bis sister. Mrs. Clyde
Hubbard, at 912 Jefferson street. af-
ter an illness of four months. He
became Ill in'Cadiz and was brought
here two weeks ago. when his caste
was eonsidered hopeless. M. ask
was born in Calloway county, and
was the son of Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
sale, of 4-0S South Fifth street, He
was married and for years was tore
nran o f'ht' Rettkopf Saddlery and
Harness company here. Of late he
had been making his home in Cadiz.
lie leaves a father, mother. one Me-
ter. Mm's. Hubbard, wife and two
children. The funeral was held this
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the resi-
dence of hie sheer, Met. Hubbard,
The Rev. S. B. Moore. oonducting the
servicves. The burial was In Oak
Grove cemetery.
•
Wise ones are Speculating on
Probable Changes in City
Hall Atter January I
Mayor Yeiser Will Name '1'‘‘o
Library Trustees and Park
Commissioner Next Month.*
Speculation on changes at the city
hall th,s winter still interest the pu-
i se and near wise.
Mayor Yelser will have the first
to dispose of offices, when the
terms of E. J. Paxton, as park eoin-
iiiIssiener, and Mrs. A. H. lioers and
Mrs. L. M. Rieke, of the !Weary
board, expire near month. It is cer-
tain that both the ladies will be re-
turned by the mayor,
The general council next names the
city ph sician, license inepeetoa
weigher, market master and sewer in-
in January fasor-elect James P.
Smith will name his city solicitor,
and in February he will have the
three appointments to the board of
public works to make. The term of
Mr. Jesse Gilbert, as police and fire
commissioner, will expire in the
spring. It is probable by that time 
ce and- flie -ciepart ment
situations will be well on toward set-
ter et oOd. rei an-ITO-its to
retain his position under the new ad-
ministration,
In Jenuary. toe, the city jailer-
elect. Samuel Beadles, will name his
deputy, and although nothing au-
thoritative has been said, it is tipped
that Joe Purchase, the present effi-
cient &Tula Will be retained under
the new administratiOn.
Certificates of election are being
issued today, the board having signed
them all up Saturday,
The short term aldermanic certifi-
cate will be issued to W. T. Miller,
and the short term of the council
falls to T. B. Ford, of the Fifth ward.
They will -qualify Immediately and
take their seats, as they will fill
vacancies to which appointments were
made by Mayor Yeisers until the elec-
tion.
I
TEDDY NOT CAUGHT
New York. Nov. 11.—Douglas Rob-
inson. Roosevelt's brother-in-law, de-
nied that the president is one of 23,-
000 depositors, whose money is tied
up in the Knickerbocker Trust com-
pany suspension.
MRS. BRADLEY'S CASE
Wa hingten, Nov. II -- After tle
witness liet in the case of Mrs. Anna
M. Bradlty, charged with the murder
of former Senator Arthur Brown, was
read, Justice Stafford adjourned
court_ until Wednet.day J110 ming ot
account of the death of Justice ee •
Comas, of the court of appeals.
BURGLARS GET NOTHING
When the Mines of Friedman.
Keller & company. wholesale Shish,.
house, Second and Jefferson sire',' -
we're' opened this morning cogeueioe
of the worst .sort imaginable met the
eyes of the clerkee. The offices had
ben burglariwd, but fortunately
nothing a as taken. Indications point
to the theory that only money was
%anted, :It'd the thleve^were un-
successful. Detective Will Baker was
detailed on the job. He (mind en-
trance had 1114'11 e free( Cd through a
rear door by forcing the lock. The
thieves had egun at the rear and
aorlod up, entering every private
office,
I
OUR OLLIE TO SPEAK
•
Washington, Nov. 11,--Mayor Tom
Johnson. John Sharp Wieling and
Representative 011ie James. of Ken—
tucky, are three of the Democrats
selected for speeches at the Bryan
$3 dinner to be held here November
26. Mr. Bryan will make the prin-
cipal speech of the evening, and his
close friends say they expeet him to
declare formally hese,a-illtngnese to
run again. The toast to which )fep-
resentative. James will respond has
not yet been announced by the corn-
'fitittee. "My Old Kentucky 1-10Ore"
at first suggested itself, but in view
of the happenings there early last
week seeeral members of the com-
mittees think a more Democratic toast
might be spoken to. Mr. James is
exiseCted itere.on the afternoon of the
10th or 18th to confer with the com-
mittee.
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THE REASON
--
Why W. IL Merlienton onnintwe Ill
Met ) •nd
First: Because it is not a patent
Medicine and it contains besides
tonic iron all of the medicinal cura-
tive elements of cod liver oil actually
taken from fresh cods livers, but
without a drop of oil to nauseate and
upset the stomach and retard its
work; therefore, wherever old-fash-
ioned cod liver oil or emulsione will
do good, Vinol will do far more good.
Second: Because Vinol acts first
upon the stomach, creates a healthy
appetite, strengthens and tones up
the digestive organs, purifies and en-
rtehem the blood, and. In a natural
manner, restores health and strength.
Third: Because Vinol tontsiins no
injurious drugs to react upon the
system; every ingredient being
named on the lane!, a patient knows
exactly what be is taking.
Fourth: Because we never sold
anything in our store that gave such
universal satisfaction for old people,
weak, sickly women and children,
nursing mothers, and to build up the
system after a severe sickness, and
'for relieving hacking coughs, chronic
colds, bronchitis and all throat and
lung troubles.
Try Vino' on our guarantee. W. B.
McPherson, Druggist, Paducah, Ky.
Engleh work in the schools :aoG
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THEATRICAL NOTES
•••••••••••••••emaqp•mtpa•
"Jerry From Kerry."
Concerning "Jerry From Kerry."
which comes to The Kentucky Wed-
nesday, the Charlottetown Guardian
•says:
" 'Jerry From Kerry' company
closed their three-nights' engagement
In the city on Saturday night, with
another large audience. The show
was as mirth-provoking as on the
previous evening, and that is saying
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
heel 358-R
Does all kinds ot printing
have the men who know
how to do yonr work just 11,!
.it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing-probably we can save
you some money. We know
we can give you satisfactory
work:- and give it to you
promptly.
We have the Agency for
Richard iludnut's
Celebrated
Toilet Articles
We lesee sucreeded in se-
curing the agency for Rig hard
Hudtint's complete line of
Toilet Waters, Perfumes, Mar.
velous Cold Cream, etc.-an
announcement which we are
sure will prove very interest-
ing to ladies who take care of
their we'd looks. Call at our
store and get Hudnurs
Famous Beauty
Book FREE
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No, 77.
Agent (or original Allegrettl
Oand lea
•••••••....soft
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r
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The Great Football Scene in "Strongheart," at The Kentucky friday Night.
much. Every character was strong
and the company whose success In
Charlotrestown has been far above the
ordinary, will ever berecelved in this
city with a hearty welcome."
"St ronglieart."
"Strongheart." the powerful play
of college life, which Henry B. !Terris
eel present here next Friday with
Edgar Selwyn as the college-bred
Indian. has had three seasons of ex-
ceptional success throughout Amer-
ha and scored a derided art.stic sue-
eess when it was offered in London
last summer at the Aldwych theater.
Mr. llarris has given Mr. Selwyn the
benefit of a first-class supporting corn
pany and has provided a pretentious
production. The scenes are laid at
Columbia college. New York, and are
redolent of the life of the college
man.
Waiting for Mr. Frohman.
"When I was a very young girl,"
said Mks Louise Cloister, the actress.
had a wild desire to go upon the
stage, so I left imehool In Boston,
came to New York, and went to
Clarke Froh man's office on Dread-. _
way.
" in,' I asked
of the office boy.
" 'No, he is not,' was the reply
" 'Well. I thought, eel wait ue•
he comes.'
"The boy became absorbed in ti•
book he was reading and apparent1.
was quite unconscious of my_pres-
enee.
"Fifteen minutes pewee; a bale
hour panned, and I 'crew weary
N‘aitine But I thought of the be
distance I had come and at the eat ,
trine recalled an old axiom 1 '
once learned: 'Reward
through constancy of pu!
eet-----enhailieenininigimilE111111111s
Chile Parlor
Come and stimulate your
appetite; shake off that tired
feeling. Get the
Chile Con Carne
habit, it is not only healthful
but palatable-an antidote to
malaria. Ladies and gentle-
men accomodated.
Hot Tamales
C.Shnider
118 5, Fourth St.
repeated this again and again„ until
an hour and a half elowly dragged
itself out. Finally I could endure
the waiting no longer. With as
much (outage as I could command
I addressed the office by a second
thne.
'' 'Will sem kindle tell me when
Mr. Frohnean we be in?"
" 'In six weeks,' answered the boy.
'He's gone to Europe.'
"A few sem; ago," noteluded
'Mese Ckwisser, "when I was a mem-
ber of Arnold Daly 's 'Candid.te com-
pany, I one day related to htln my
first experience when calling upon
a manager. Whet) I finished toiling
the story, Mr. Daly mid:
"'How long ago was that?'
"'Twelve years ago,' I refilled.
"'Twelve years ago,' mused Mr.
Daly, 'Yes, I remember, I was that
office boy.' "-Success.
Malaria Makes Pale Blood,
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CHILL TONIC drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system. For
grown people and children, 50c.
Teacher Who went tutu the ark?
Bobby- I tepoee everybody did that
ditlu't have unibrelles.-Brooklyn
----- -
TO (TIM A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
Tablets. Druggists ref;ind money if
IL fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
-ignature is on each box. 2c.
Golf Contests.
Following are results of Saturday's
golf contests on Wallace park links:
' Dexter beat Berry. and Sweeteer beat
'Grassham by default. Malone beat
Morquot with one up in a ten hole
contest. Dexter beat Sweetser with
ifour up and three to play.
!The li tntocky
Wednesday
November
Band concerts at 4 p. ni.
and 7:30.
Priees 2:5c, 35c and :i0C.
One Night Only
Jerry from Kerry
Company
Patten & Fletcher, Owners and Managers,
20 PEOPLE 20
Our Motto : Clean, refined and moral
high class comedy.
The funniest show since time began. A
show that will amuse the young and old.
Carries a superior uniformed concert
band. bon't miss it.
Friday
November
15
Prices 25c to Si 50.
Seats on sale Thursday.
One Night Only
Henry B. Harris Presents
EDGAR SELWYN
As the College Bred Indian in
STRONGHE ART
BY Wm. C. DeMille.
The greatest football play; ever- writ-
ten. Now in its fourth year. Takes
you back to college days
THE SOUTH IS GOING DRY.
Lay the jest about the julep in the
camphor-balls at Met,
For the miracle has happened, and
the olden, days are pest;
That which makes Milwaukee thir-
sty doesn't foam in Tennsesesee,
And the lid in old Missouri is as
tight-locked as 1•1121 be-
0. the comic paper colonel and his
cronies well may sigh,
For the mint is waving gayly, and
the South is going dry.
By the stileskie on the hillside in
Kentucky ale Is
For the only damp refreshment must
be dipped from the rill;
No'th Ca-lina's stately ruler gives
his eoda-glass a Are P,
And discusses local option with the
South Calera Gov.
it is melon, at the fountain to be
wink tut of the eye,
For the cocktail-glass Is dusty, arul
the South is goling dry..
It is water, water cveryhere, and
not a drop to drink,
We no longer hear the music of the
crystaly clink.
When the Ooketael thia the Major and
time -Teel and the Iedge,---- -
Meet to have a little nip to give
their appetites an edge,
For the eggnog now is nogieee and
rye has gone awae,
And the punch-bowl holds carnations
and the South is going dry.
All the nIghteapo now have tassels
and are warn upon the head--
Not the nightcape that wore taken
when nobody went to bed;
And the breeze above The blue gram
is as solemn, as is death,
For it boars no pungent ckover
twang on its odorifie breath.
And each man can veelk a chalk-line
when the tears are in the silty,
For the fizz-glass now Is !taxless and
the South is going dry.
Lay the Jest upon the julep' moth
the ehtettisitetrose at last, .
For themes hut o•ne kind of moon-
shine and the olden deee are
past.
Now the water-wagocs rumbles
through the Southland on its
trip,
And it helps no one to drop off to
pick up the driver's whip,
For the mint-beds make a pasture
and the corkeerews bangeth
high:
All is still along the stilleide, mei
the South is going dry.
-Chicago Post.
"Society has one very odd require-
ment" "What is that?" "Girls
have to come out before they can get
in."-Baltimore American.
Fear of alimony is one reason
why som” men are shy about marry-
ing.
CAN'T BE SEPARATED.
Some Paducah People Rave Learned
How to (Jet Rid of Both.
Backache and kidney ache are twin
brothers.
You can't separate them.
And you can't get rid of the back-
ache until you cure the kidney ache.
If the kidneys are well and strong,
the rest of the system is prety sure
to be in vigorous health.
Doan'a Kidney Pills make strong,
healthy kidneys,
Thomas Housman, of 1143 North
Thirteenth street, Paducah. Ky.,
says: 4Doan's Kidney Pills which I
Procured at DuBois Son & Co.'s drug
store a few months ago have done
more Der me than any other medicine
I have eter taken for lame back and
kidney trouble. For a time my kid-
neys were so bad that I was not able
to work and was under Ike doctor's
rare for some time. I finally got re-
lief Sind went back to work but I
suffered most of the time with my
hack until I began using Doan's Kid
ney Pills. They gave me relief in a
short time and now I feel as if I
could not do without them in the
house. A few doses taken now and
then keep me free from pain, no
lame back and I am able to work ev-
ery day without suffering. It is a
great comfort to know of a remedy
that can be relied upon and I know
that Doan's Kidney Pills are such."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo.
'few York, sole agents for the United
States
Remember 41e
and take no fiber.
name-Doans--
-
FROM MAYFIELD
PADUCAH HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
RETURN IN DISGUST.
Outplayed Local Team, hut Latter
Would Not Abide By Decision
of the Official.
"Speaking about raw deals," ex-
claimed a member of Paducah High
sslitee football team, "we got one
Nla3 Meld. We went through the lit' -
four abreast and mopped up with
the home boys. In the last half
when we had the were 5 to in our
favor, a fumble by one of the May-
field boys was picked up by a May-
field substitute, who made a touch-
down. The substitute was not in the
game. We played all around the
boys, but they tried to take the game
from us by fair or foul means."
The Nashville American in writing
up I football game between Battle
Ground Academy and the Columbia
Military academy at Franklin, Tenn.
Saturday gives Salem Cope, a Padu-
cah boy, credit for doing some star
playing. It also published a photo-
graph of the victorious team on which
)oung Cope played.
The young man last year played on
the Paducah High school football
team 'and made a record. He is now
attending the Battle Ground academy
and plays quarter back. The Battle
Ground boys defeated the Columbia
team by a score of 7 to 0. Young
Cope is the son of Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
Cope. of Fourteenth and Broadway
"Mud Hens" (Jo to Chat.
The vernal story that Toledo will
practice in Paducah is early set at
rest by the following Chattanooga
dispatch:
"Manager Bill Armour, of the To-
ledo 'Mud Hens,' (American associa-
tion), who has been in Chattanooga
for several days, closed a contract
this week by which his team will
train here next spring, and will play
exhibition games with the Boston.
Detroit, (pennant winners), and
Cievetante - Amerleas- league teams,
and probably the Chicago world's
champions of the National league ano
the Cincinnati and New York teams
of the same circuit. The Toledo team
will arrive here March 15. and re-
main nntil April 4, or a period of
almost three weeks.
Football Results,
West.
Chicago, 56; Purdue, 0.
Iowa, 25; Illinois, 12.
Wisconsin, 11; Indiana, 8.
Wabash, 12; St. Louis IT., 11,
Nebraska, 16; Kansas 6.
Ames, 49; Grinnell, 0.
Ohio State, 22; Oberlin, 10,
De Pauw, 5; Milliken, 0. -
Stanford, 21; California 11.
Marietta, 39; Wittenberg, 11,
Notre Dame, 22; Knox, 4.
Rolla, 11; Washington U., 8.
Tarleam. 34; butler, G.
Racine, 41; Lake Forest, A., 0.
Beloit, 12; Carroll, 11.
Colorado College, 10-; Colorado
University, 0.
. State S. of M., 35; Denver IT., 0.
Vanderbilt, 60; Mississippi 0.
Louisiana, 23; Miss. A. and M., 11.
Oklahoma, 67; Oklahoma Ag-
gies, 0.
at!'-sourl, 70; Tarkio. 6.
eLanii, 32; Otterbein, 0.
Marqnette, 23; Ripon, 0.
,East.
Carlisle, 23: Harvard; 15.
Pennsylvania, 28; Penn State, 0.
i'rinreton 14; Amherst. 0.
('rnell, 12; West Point, 10,
Dartmouth, 62; Holycross, 0.
W. U. of P., 10; West Virginia, 0
Swarthmore, IS; Navy, 0.
Lehigh, 34; IT. of New York, 0.
Gettysburg, 12; Ursinus. 0,
North Carolina, 12: Georgetown.
North Carolina, 12; Georgetown, 5.
Haverford, 6; Rutgers, 5.
Lafayette, 34; Buckneli, 0.
Jefferson Med., 10; F. and M,, 6
Villa Neva, 15; Fordham, 11,
Dickinson, 4; Medico, 0.
Maine, 8; Colby. 0.
Andover, 9; Exeter, 6.
Bowdoin, 6; Bates, 5.
Williams, 18; Wesleyan, 0.
Trinity. 29; Stevens, 6.
Vermont, 5; New Hampshire
State, 0.
Rochester, 4; Union, 0.
Mass. Agri. College, 19; Tufts. 10.
Washington-Lee, 6; Virginia, 5.
Richmond, 28; Hampden-Sidney. 0.
Virginia Poly, 22; Virginia M. T., 0.
Davidson, 10.; Clemson, 6.
Sewanee. is; Georgia Tech, 0.
Yale Freshmen, 22; Princeton. C.
South. .
Tennessee, 0; Kentucky. 0. ,
Sewanee, 18: Georgia Tech., 0.
Tulane, 12; Arkansas, 17.
Incorrigible.
In a certain school of Washington
there was one lad who would persist
in saying "have went."
One day the teacher "kept him In,"
saying:
"While I am out of the room yon
may write 'have done' fifty times."
When the pedagogue- returned be
found that the boy had dutifully per-
formed the 4ask, having written
"have done" lifter times. On the othei
side of the paper, however, was this
message from the absent one:
"I have went,"
"John White."-Harper's Weekly
It is mighty hard to make the av-
erage mortal remember that his fel-
lows have rights.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE
COMPOUND
Is acknowledged to be the most suc-
cessful remedy in the country for
those painful ailments peculiar to
women.
For more than 30 years it has
been curing Female Complaints,
such as Inflammation, and Ulcera-
tion, Falling and Displaeetnenta,
and consequent Spinal Weekness,
tmoo reittheeccoa.Cmwhi ssa nos gfh eowo 
Female 
tLhi st eti
Backache, and is peculiarly adapted
Ills 
htahsancuarenyd
other one remedy
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound dissolves and expels
Tumors at an early stage of development. Dragging Sen ationa causing
pain,weight, and headache are relieve% and permanently cured by its use.
It corrects Irregularities or Painful Functions, We* new; of the
Stomach, Indigestion, Bloating, Nervous Prostration, Headache, Gene-
ral Debility; also, Dizziness, Faintness Extreme Lassitude, "Don3 care
and wan t to be left alone" feeling, Irritability. Nervousness, Sleeplessness,
Flatulency, Melancholia or the "Blues." These are sure indications of
female weakness or some organic derangement
For Kidney Complaints of either sex Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound is a most excellent remedy.
Mrs. Pinkham's Standing invitation to Wo
LYDIA E.PINKHA
known,
en
Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, Lynn, Mass. for advice. She is the Mrs. Plnkhain
who has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
years. and before that she assisted her mother-in-law Lydia E. Pinkham
in telvis,ng. Thus she is well qualified to guide sick women back to
health. Her advice is tee and always helpful.
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is now open in new fitiarters. Open day mid night,
HAPPY AS A CLAM
in high water is the man who gets
one of our dee briar pipes and a
package of Forked Deer smoking to-
bacco. They are the .poor man's
friend and solace, as well as the rich
man's pleasure. We have a line as-
sortment of pipes, smoking tobacco.
chewing tobacco and cigarette EN'-
eryone knows our choice brands of
cigars, especially our 222 at 5 cents.
THE SMOKE HOUSE,
2211 Broadway.
. City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
'Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
 Aral,
For the small rooms 
these chilly mornings
use the smokeless,
odorless heater
A
A
•
GAS HEATER
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0
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Paducah Light & Power Co.
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MONDAY, Novi:min:it II. THE PA I )1 (1.111 EVENING SUN
e
rAfill TWINS
NOTICE
All Banks will
Close Promptly
at 2 p. m.
•
HEREAFTER
Hassell May Be Speaker.
Hardinsburg, Ky.. Nov. 11.—John
P. Haswell. Jr., representative-elect
from this county, wlll.in the event
the lower house is Repufifican an-
nounce for Speaker. He has very
strong encouragement and a good
support already pledged. Mr. Has-
I we:I has served through three FA'S-
slons. and has had considerable ex-
perience and is a good, clean, able
man, and would make a fine presid-
ing officer, and will have strong back-
ing to start in.
The Evening 5un-10e, a tweet.
W. F. Parton, R. Rudy.
Pn•sident. Cashier.
P Puryear,
Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAYINGS BANK
toe aaaaaa 1.4
C3pita1 $100,000
Surplus
Stockholder! Bab di It! •  -&-a-&-• • . • 100.000
Total security to depositors $230,000
Accounts of Individuals and firms solicited. We appreciate
email as well S large depositors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
OPEN SA'7URDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO 8 O'CI,0Cit.
Third and Broadwa‘,
For Sale
at all
Leading
Stands
JOHN SCOTT
5 CI GARSk, distributed by
M. LIVINGSTON co.
PA DUC All a a KENTUCKY
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
life—for the time when you will need money—there
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
of the future.
Start today—a dollar will do it.
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings ac-
counts if left with us six months or longer.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
210 Broadway
We . Use the King of All
Bosom Iron.ers.---Why?
First—Because it irons-smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shirts with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
No other like it id West Kentucky. Satisfy yourself by
sending Its your laundry.
STAR LAUNDRY
Boili Phones 2B0. 10 North fourth St.
FEDERAL COURT
CONN'ENES IN THIS CITY ES-
DAY OF NEXT WEEK.
Docket Includes Some Stlisational
Civil and Criminal Actions—
The Docket.
Federal court convenes here Ne-
vember 18. Following is the docket:
E. T. Telephone company vs. City
of Paducah.
Nashville Tobbacco Works vs, Ken
tucky Tobacco Works.
Walsh Manufacturing company es.
Paducah Cooperage company.
George A. Kellogg vs. Mergen-
thaler-Horton Beazer. company.
F. G. Rudolph, guardian, vs, In-
terstate Life Insurance company.
F. M. Hawley vs. W. W. Meadows,
et al.
Cecil Reed, trustee, vs. American-
German National hank.
Ediard Langenbach and Arthur J.
Morton, vs. C. S. Knight. et al.
Roseer P. Birdsong vs. American-
German National bank.
John Dennis Jones vs. Thomas C.
Ilritt, et al.
Criminal Docket.
United States vs. Sam Carter, in
dictment. capias issued.
United States vs. William Diggs.
Indictment continued, compromise
pending.
United States vs. Dirk Rowland,
indict men t, compromise pending.
caplets issued, defendant in jail.
United States vs. J. S. Bordeaux,
et al., indictment continued, alias
capais issued,
United States vs. George W. Var.
nate indictment continued, alias
issued, defendant in jail.
United States vs. Dell Dowdy. in-
dictment, *defendant on bond.
United States vs. Thomas Gordon.
indfctment, compromise pending.
United Stases vs. Philip J. Abbott,
indictment continuec, atias issued.
United States vs John B Murphy,
Indictment, defendaet dead. .
Iitited__States vie led Gardlearslik•
dictment, defendant :n penitentiary.
United States vs. Henry Spraggins,
indictment, defendant on bond.
United States vs. Philip J. Abbott,
indictment continued, alias issued.
United States vs. H. C. McChord,
indictment. capias issued.
United States vs. Bob Waterfield.
indictment, alias issued, defendant
in jail.
United States Ns. J. M. Radford,
indictment, defendant on bond.
In Admiralty.
V. N. Nation, et al., vs. Cumber-
land River Mining company.
Cecil Reed, trustee. vs. American.
German National bank.
A. H. Boyd, trustee, vs. Rose lieu-
eenTt 
H. 'McGregor, trustee, vs. Ben-
ton Mercantile company, et al.
Golden Thoughts for the Week.
Monday—The art of life is to know
how to enjoy little and endure much.
Tuesday—lialf the ins we hoard in
our hearts are ills because we hoard
them.
Wednesday—Fresh eresponeibtlities
mean fresh power for serving God
and man.
Thursday—liow seldom we weigtt
our neigebar in the same balance
with ourselves. .
Fr i da y --Tbrou gh a thousand un -
notioed openings our inner life is
finished upon the world.
Saturday—Conscience is the name
the orthodox give to their prejudices.
Sunday—Perreeverance accomplish-
es moee Man precipitation.
Trustee's Notice of Proposed Sale.
In the District Court of the United
fates for the Western District of
Kentucky, in the matter of Dixie
Mills Company, bankrutp, In bank-
ruptcy.
To the creditors and others interest-
ed in.-the estate of sa:d bankrupt:
This is to notify you, that pursuant
to order of Emmet W. Bagby, a ref-
eree in bankruptcy of said court, be-
fore whom said cause is pending, I
shall, at 12 o'clock noon, on the 11th
day of November, 1907, sell at pub-
lic sale to the highest bidder the fol-
lowing described property belonging
to said estate, teewite....__
Office fixtures, desks, typewriter.
Mosier safe, six cases of yarn, one lot
of waste, one lot of undyed socks,
one lot of thread yarn, in bins, one
lot of unfinished knit socks, one lot
of finished socks, one lot of empty
boxes and one pair of scales, which
has been appraised at $2,546.75.
The property will be sold where it
is now situated, at or near the cor-
ner of Eighth and Norton streets, in
,Paducah, Kentdcky. for one-third
cash and balance on a credit of 90
days, forWhich balance the purchaser
i shall execute bond .with approved se-
curity, bearing interest at the rate of
6 per cent per aneum from date until
paid, with the privilege to the pur-
chaser to pay said balance any time
before maturity of the bond, and In
event same is so paid, interest for
the then unexpired term of the bond
to be abated.
Paducah, Ky., Oct. 30, 1907.
CECIL REED.
Trustee for Dixie Mills Co., Baokrupt
"Did you and your wife do much
rowing at the seashora?" "That's the
way it is spelled but it is pronounced
differeutly.,"—liesustan__Post.
• An optimist is a than Who tojoiees
wil.Pn POMP one else is happy eVenrif
he himself isn'L
ATTEMPTED ESCAPE
OF PRISONERS OF CITY JAIL
FRUSTRATED,
Prisoners Cut Hole in Brick Wall
Leading From cells Into We
Main Corridor.
An attempted jail delivery was die
covered by Lieutenant Tom Potter
and Patrol Driver Thad 'ferret' Sat-
urday night. Mike 'Broyles, alias
"Arkansas Bill," and other prisoners
had cut a bole in the brick wall of
the city hall leading front the cells
to the corridor, but had not quite
got it large enough to permit pare.-
age of their bodies when discovered.
An iron bar was used in the work,
and/ when discovered the men were
working, with feverish haste and the
noise attracted attention of the two
policemen. Broyles and other pris-
oners were afterwards locked In ne-
gro cells to prevent a repetition of
the attempt. Broyles is in jail for
shooting in sudden heat and passion
at It. Rossi. Prisoners had twisted
the lock on the cell door so badly
that Lieutenant Potter had to send
for Charles Fisk, the locksmith, be-
fore he could unlock it. Tools
in the attempt to break jail were
pitched out of the cell window.
A Cow•slip.
esseeeoeeemeese•
• Suggestions for Learning Poems •
•
essomismeeoest••
The memorizing of poems and good
prose is of great value in acquiring
ocabular) and tityle.
As a rule, all pupils should learn at
least six poems each year, in addi-
tion to individual poems learned
from time to time.
The beginning of each season is
perhapil the best time for learning
poems. September, December and
March—the months when the mind
turns to a new mode of life—are es-
pecially good for getting the poetic
view of what the future holds in
store. It would be economical to
have a written or printed copy of a
poem ready to hand out to every
pupil in the school the first day of
the season. When every child has.a
poem to learn at the same time, op-
portunity for pleasant rivalry and
community of interest is afforded,
which greatly assists in mastering
the work. The teacher's copy may
then be returned to her and pre-
served for future use. In grades six,
seven and eight, the poems may be
assigned by giving the subject of the
poem, the author and the book in
which it may be found, and the pu-
pil asked to find it for himself.
It is generally advisable for the
teacher to read to the school with as
good expression as possible, each
poem that is to be committed to
memory by the pupils. Teachers
should also give the child some in-
light into the Imagery and signifi-
cance of the poem before it is learn-
ed, and from time to time as the
poem is recited, suggestive questions
should be asked which will cause the
child to gain some further insight
Into its meaning. ,
Pupils should be given some help
in the method of memorizing their
poems: The painful drudgery of
committing to memory word by word,
or line by line. may be avoided if the
teacher will help the child in grasp-
ing the principal thoughts in the se-
lection, and mastering these succes-
sive thoughts as wholes. The read-
ing period may occasionally be used
for the interpretation of these
poems, but the memorizing of them
should be done in study periods and
at home.
Pupils should give much attention
to the effective delivery of their
poems. in order that the pupils list-
ening may enjoy-each poem that is
recited. If the proper enthusiasm is
aroused. pupils will enter heartily
into this work, and it not only will
afford excellent training in English,
but it will add greatly to the enjoy-
ment and spiritual life of the school.
Ethical and patriotic poems, as well
as nature poetry should of course be
learned.
It should be borne in mind that
most pupils will retain the poems
and psalms learned In the earlier
grades, only by having them repeat-
ed from time to time In the higher
[rules. Each child should keep a
complete record of the poems and
selections which he learns in all
grades, In order that teachers in the
higher grades may draw • upon this
material, especially for the enrich-
ment et the opening exerciSee. A
child should leave the eighth grade
-with alarge stock of Abe beat poems
and a few psalms permanently fixed
In meMerys
Do Your Shopping With
CASHIER'S CHECKS
Read the Proposition Below; It Means
$1.05 to You for Every Dollar Spent
With These Merchants. ; • •
WE, the undersigned merchants, agree to allow fiveper cent discount on all purchases made of us,
and paid for at the time of purchase with cashier's
checks on any of the Paducah banks until further notice.
Signed;
RI'DY PHILLIPS & Co.
WAIJ.ERSTE1N BROS.
NAGEL & MEYBR.
GEORGE ROCK SHOE CO.
J. L. WOLFF.
It. W. W.U.K.ER & 00.
ELL GUTHILIE & 00.
F. N. GARDNER, JR.. CO.
MRS. C. W. GIRARDY.
M'PHERSON DRUG STORE.
B. WEILLE & SON.
WILL J. GILBERT DRUG STORE.
PURCELL & THOMPSON.
it01' L. CULLEY & 0(10.
J. W. GRAVES & SON.
HANK BROS.
U. G. GULLETT & CO.
GEO. O. HART & SON.
All merchants will honor cashier's checks for their
face value and are glzd to get them, but the above mer-
chants will allow you five cents more on every dollar's
worth of merchandise bought of them and paid for in
cashier's checks on Paducah's banks.
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NEWS NOTES FROM SUNDAY PAPERS. pe enthnbeeAn. 
The statement of the New York
clearing house banks for the past
week shows that the banks hold $51.-
924,625 less than the requirements
'of the 25 per cent. reserve rule. This
is a decrease in the proportionate
cash reserve of $13,0s5,800 as com-
pared with the previous week.
The president haw issued an order
consolidating the two internal reve-
nue collection districts of Tennessee
into one district, with headquarters
at Nashville, and has appointed Rob-
ert S. Sharp, of Chattanooga, collec-
tor of the new district.
Efforts to compel E H. Harriman
to answer the questions propounded
to him last spring by the interstate
commerce commission concerning the
Chicago and Alton rall-oad will be
renewed next Wednesday in New
York.
President Roosevelt conferred
with Samuel Gompers and the mem
bers of the executive council of the
American Federation of Labor re
Karding labor legislation at the com-
ing session of congress.
On account of the improvement in
the Moroccan situation the French
government has ordered the with-
drawal of four cruisers and nine tor-
pedo boats from duty off the coast of
Morocco.
Gold engagements have passed the
$5.0.00,0,0tro mark. The stock market
is showing improved - strength and
New York financiers say the situation
is encouraging from every standpoint
The Cosmopolitan hotel and thea-'
ter, just outside of the Jamestown
exposition grounds, was destroyed by
fire originating from the explosion of
a gasoline lamp.
Labor Commissioner Ryder. of Ne-
braska. has announced that children
under sixteen years of age must not
appear behind tbe footlights in that
state.
The trustees of the incluetrial peace
foundation, to which President Roose
velt gave the Nobel peace prize, met
at Washington to outline plans for
its labors.
An issue of 6 per cent, debenture
bonds convertible into stock has been
authorized by the directors of the
New York, New Haven and Hartford
railroad.
President Harvie Jordan, of the
Southern Cotton association, has is-
sued a statement tp We farmers urg-
ing them to hold their cotton for
higher prices.
The New Orleans Stock exchange
will suspend business for another
week In compliance with the request
of the Clearing House association.
Henry Grimmer, an invalid, and
Ills three young children were cre-
mated by a fire which destroyed their
home at .New Ulm, Minn.
Governor Lea, of Delaware. has
signed the proclamation enacting the
prohibition law for the counties
which voted against license Tuesday.
Judge G. C. Prentice, aged eighty-
three, who recently completed half a
century's 84vIce on the bench, is
dead at La Crosse, Wis.
The total losses in Friday night's
fire at Superior, Wis.. amount to $2,-
All the patent medicines and
toilet articles advert;sed in this
paper are on sale at
McPherson's • Dru g Store
FourNand Broadway.
26t..Vse, including about three-quar-
ters of a million in wheat.
The annual meeting of the Inter-
national Civic Federation will be held
in New York December 9 and 10.
The announcement of the pension-
ing of Maj. Alfred Dreyfus was offic-
ially gazetted in Paris.
The board of directors of the Ten-
nessee Coal. Iron and Railroad cmo-
pany has been reorganized.
A prairie fire of huge proportions
is sweeping the country a few miles
north of Crookston, Minn.
PATENT BLACKBOARDS
Have Been Shipped and Will Be Used
in Pettiest' schools.
Notice of the shipment of 3.004)
feet of patent blackboard for Padti-
earnagey and the board is expected
here this week.
A bill of lading for apparatus
bought from St. Louis for the scien-
tific department of Paducah High
school has reached the city. It should
be here this week also.
A Significant Prayer.
"May the Lord help you make
Bucklen's Arnica Salve known to
all." writes J. G. Jenkins, of Chapel,
Hill, N. C. It quickly took the pain
out of a felon for me and cured it. In
a wonderfully short time" Best on
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
:Lc at all druggists.
Young College Woman (interested
in political—The office should seek
the man. Grandma (rather deaf)—
I know that's what girls think now-
adays. But in my time it was con-
sidered very uniadelike —Puck
Magazines and  Periodicals at Cut Prices
We have made arrangements to furnish all Maga-
zines and Periodicals at cut price. We fill all
offers made by any other cut-orice club concern.
Get our cut-price list on club offers and save money.
It is now ready. On November 20th our complete
catalogue of all periodicals at cut prices will be
ready. Better get it before making your orders.
D. E. WILSON THE BOOK ANDMUSIC MAN
At Harbour's Department Store.
Special Sale Subject
to Stock on Hand
0. K. Washing Machines
Regular Price $6.50, Specialstiale
Cash price $5.25
Bird Cages
Regular price 60c, $1.00, $1.5o and $2.00, Special
Price 50c 75c $1.00Sale Cash
EharneI Water Pitchers
Regular price 60c, 75c and $1.00
Special Sale Cash Price-30c 40c 50c
Special Prices on Heating Stoves
and Quick Meal Kanges
L. W. HENNEBERGER CO.
(lororporated.)
'THE nousL OF QUALITY.
Temporary Headquarters Cor.
Fifth and Jefferson Sts. Both Phones 176
$876
3859 interpreted to man that the court
3851 of appeals was manipulated by the
3849 state machine and reversed the Jet-
4063 
ferson county circuit court, ousting
4144 
the local Democratic °Metals-elect in
4147 the 
lees eleetion cases, then, Indeed,
4137 is 
the reflection a serious one, and
gg. ..... 4138 wee (minded are the charges that
30 ..... 38a 
ie rnoiessy in Kentucky has buts
31  4289 
vrt,.l•flirts Of_illStiee to the
reiee of Foiitics and set crimt
10,74,00 'earl :he Mee h When our courts
398 become mere tools of machine poll-
telans and we may no longer look
 4018
Vaburab 
%un.Ithat could have been 'selected. It is
perhaps better for them thrat their
untitnesie was not exposed," says the
Kentucky State Journal. If the
State Joarntil knew of their unfltnese
before the election, when it was oro-
claiming their worth, this is a con-
F. K. FISHER. President. fession that is better for the Poui
J. PAXTON, General Manager, than the reputation.
A SERIOUS ACCUSATION.
In the course of an editorial on
the "One Man Power" which the
Courien Journal said controlled all
things Democratic in Kentucky and
brought the party low, that well in-
formed newspaper relates:
If all the circumstances enter-
irg into the shake-up given the
Addr. se THE SUN. Faducah, Ky.... Democratic organizatioe of Lou-
Mee, 215 South Third. Phone 1155 isville by the Democratic organ-
ization of Frankfort could be
plainly set forth the people
would draw back with ameze-
mont and horror.
The 'Orange thing about it,
however, was not is)) much its
discreditable origin and purpose
as its lack of wisdom and (ores
cast in politicians claiming to be
practical and recognizing no law
except their own advantage.
Conceding that it was in itself
a good thing for good govern-
ment, how could the self-aggran-
dizing men behind it have imag-
ined that it would inure to their
profit? It gave the Republicans
the' r chance and they were
qui k to improve it.
If this rather vague charge may be
is ve there is no other had-.-have what Is known as "personal journal-
been ,Le subject of much frivolous ism." 11 iseems that one, Mr. Phil-
comment have served thim due sea- brick. tow manager of the Ohio Sun
son as the national joke in renjunc- declared in the heat of the campaign
Hon with the jealous etre and ha,'P that the Press-Post (Dertiocratict is
taken their place in the eammervial!oeined by the same interests that
and Industrial world unsung to heroic 'control the Ohio State Journal and
meter, until oar solitary faithless 'Evening Dispatch (Republican.)
woman among ail the rest, shocks the The press-Post denies the allegation
public mind by her breach of trust, and conies back in this aloe:
and turns attention to the important "This is as well known to C. C.
and cenfidentiaI relations stenograph- Philbri-k, present man:seer -of the
ere In general bear to the particular Ohio Sun, as it is to Mr. Harrison or
wo:•Id, whir ti could not move so rap- to any pereow connected with the
Idly without them. Press-Post in any capacity. Mr.
Whee Attorney General Sims' sten- Philbrick knows this because he was
°graph ir in Chicago was arrested formerly the managc-r. or misman-
for betraying government secrets ager of the Press-Post at the time
aection with the Walsh case. is^ this newspaper property was ac-
mes- remembered that a vast
my of discreet young women carry
In thee- mernories the secrete of
stateerren, of judges, high church
prelates, lawyers, confidential agents
and great business men. It is safe
to assert that there is no great un-
dertaking today that it has not let
a woman into the secret. And, yet.
we have been wont to say that a wo-
--man cannot be trusted._ These sten-
ographers take down on paper the
--zeest sacred transactions of business
and rre ptofeasions every day, and
beer Patty from their daily tasks
Information that they could
sell for thousande of dollars, and
,yet, but one has violated her trust.
Perhaps, if we knew how these
handsome, alert, smartly gowned
young women have schooled them-
selves to present a calm business at-
titude that wards off the advances of
would-be familiars: have learned how
to combine a woman's gentle arts
with a man's direct methods, without
losing any of the charm of the one
or the effleacy of the °thee; and have
accepted the confidential trust of
their employers in the spirit-et fidel-
ity that distinguishes their arec, we
hit :11 t }eater appreciate how 1116-
hese mile a place for themselves in
the world of business, and give them
credit for lioStiet.ging oinderh day virt
tem that are peculiar and wonderful.
While we are complaining that the
"off-scourings" of Europe are coming
to our shorter, Italy cries that her
young men, her best blood, are de-
serting the mother country for Ow
new, Sweden has R commiamion en-
deavoring to induce Swedes to re-
turn home, and Japan will further
our efforts to keep the eons of Nippon
in Asia. Wonder who ie getting the
worst of this iminigration business.
King Edward got a diamond worth
two millions and a half for his birth-
aft. prevent. and the farmers Of
South Africa paid for it in taxation.
hope 'Ed doesn't "soak It "
"Ww-;triell• tq Me-ke the beet wp•Ipertife0 .0e ikitgan kw& boon ' oculas,
could out or a bad bargain. hut we there' 'about once every ten days,
are free to monfees now that some of
the nominees on the Democratic Is it not sheer madness to live
ticket were about the commonest poor to die rich.--Juvenal.
quired by Mr. Harrison.
"As long as he remained in the
employ of Mr..Harrison it wae well
known to Mr. Philbrick who owned
the Press-Post.
"Mr. Philbrick also knows that it
was Mr. Harrison who fired him at
ii:au a m . Jan. 19, for rea-
sons well known to Mr. Philfirick:
and for. Mr. Philbrick's benefit, and
all others whom it may concern, it
Is stated here and now that the same
W. P. liarriaion who fired Mr. Phil-
brick is the same Mr. Harrison who
has owned continuo sly ever since
and still ewns the Press-Post."
LEAVES WAGON AND
LIES DOWN TO DIE.
Hiekman Ky., Nov. 11.-- This
afternoon while coming to town Rob-
ert Marr attempted to jump front his
wagon to fix the harness, and, pub
tng his bands on the side of the wag-
on to throw himself forward, lost his
balance and fell batik under the
wheels of the wagon, heavily loaded
with corn. The wagon passed over
hie licitly just above the waist. He
erawled up into the wagon and
drove on abeut a mile, then got out
of the wagon, laid down on the road-
side and was d• ad in Minute,.
A blood vessel had Ma n broken and
he bled to death ineenally. Hi. eze•
nineteen years of age.
• REPORT 12: UNTRUE.
Anna Gould Is Not Married to Prince
De Sagan-He Merely ('('ails,
Paris. Nov. 11.-Every reason to
believe the report. that Mme. Anna
Gould, recently divorced from Conte
Bonni De Castelaine. was married to
Prince Melte De Sagan is untrue. A
representative of the Asmoolated
Press went today to Chateau Du
Marais, Mine. Gould's country house.
He was fold she was Ill, and could see
no one. Mine. Gould has been enter-
taining at Chateau /some weeks. Pri-
des' she gave a huni to a large pisTtlr.
PA.A1E P01311
AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY.
nt 411N ellfaiSitil‘fif U.
INCORPORATED
Mastered at the postottice at Paducah.
Ky. as second class matter.
SIJIISCRIPTION R.ATICSI
TRH DAILY SUN
Carrier, per week 111
By mete per month, In advance..  25
by mail, per year. In advance.... $3 50
THE WiEEKLY SUN
For year, by mail. postiuse paid. .81.00
Payne A Young. ohiusgo and Ncw
York, 14.presentativee.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
OW places:
R. D. Clements & Co.
Van culin Bros.
Palmer House.
_
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CIRCULATION STATEMENT,
November-1907.
402S 17 3875
2 4254 18 8872
3 38S8 19
4 3917 21
3910 22
 3911 23
3909 24
 3965 25
10 3971 26
11 3960 28
3958
14 3940
16.. .. _3923
16 390s •
Total 
Average. October, 1907
Average. October, 1106
Personally appeared before me.this 
for justice, there Is something so rot
November 2nd, 1907, R. D. MacMil-
ten somewhere that nothing can re-
len. business manager of The Sun deer
 the body politic but the total
eradication of the source of it. If
who affirms that the above state- •he rnurjer-Inurnalw charge as cor-
•
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
BLINDFOUED
.1•11I
A Mystery Story
of San Francisco
BY
FABLE ASHLEY WALCOTT
'OMNI
aCoo•nalit HOS, IL. bubb• M.,riI CIO
(Continued from teat issue.)
They named a heavy margin, and
the sum total took my heart into my
mouth. How large a balance I could
draw against I had not the faintest
idea. Possibly this was a trap to
throw me into jail as a common
swindler attempting to pass worthless
checks. But there was no time to
hesitate. I drew a check for the
amount, signed Henry Wilton's name
and tossed it over to Ilockstein.
"All ridt," said the senior partner.
"Zhust talk it ofer sit Wader Eppner.
He goes on der floor."
I knew well enough what was
wanted. My financial standing was
to be tested by the head of the arm,
while the junior partner kept me
amused.
Eppner was quick to take my ideas.
A few words of explanation and he
understood perfectly what I wanted.
"You have not bought before?" It
was an interrogation, not an assertion.
"Oh, yes," I said carelessly, "but not
through you, I believe."
"No, no, I think not. I should have
remembered you."
I thought this might be a favorable
opportunity to glean a little informa-
tion of what was going on in the mar-
ket.
"Are there any good deals in pros
pect?" I ventured.
I could see in the blue-blark depths
of his eyes that an unfavorable opin-
ion he had conceived of my judgment
was deepened by this question. There
was doubtless in it the flavor of the
amateur.
"We never advise our customers,'
 wourtbe highkeyed repty. •
Certainly not. I replied. "I don't
want advice-merely to know what is
going on."
"Excuse me, but I never gossip. It
is a rule I make."
"It might interfere with your op-
portunities to pick up a good bargain
now and then," I suggested, as the
blue-black man seemed at a loss for
words.
r ,1 sets us at little tasks.-Charles justice In the courts, and drive cor- "We never invest in stocks," was
Kingsler,  'ruption from the body politic, the curt reply. •
for the month of iber, 1907. 
rect. isen o cy In neuturay is
a thing infamous. and those men. who
in true to the be, „ of Ins knowledge
and belief. 
Lave voted knowingly for the per-
eetuatitin of this thing are tainted,
PETER PURYEAR, Notary Public.
+
My sommIssion expires January 
22ii tOO fltwspapPrS that have PO*
1908. 
elatien3 to it are unfaithful
 to ih4 r roust Rui•ney,
If taere thing are so, then we say
Daily Thought. that Kentucky has been redeemed:
Let us be content to do little, if and that Republicans must enthrone
- . __se. "Excellent idea," said I, "for those•--
A T e ig. I , I. iii CENTURY HERO- We bad thought most newspapers who know too much or too little."
a INK. have local fends that are entertain- Eppner failed to smile, and could 
was going on, except that the excite- timed Tax association. Delegates tug the total cotton crop of this year's Buying one of these suits shows
Sterographer.s, and (-spa( May pref. ing to their readers. but Columbus, think of nothing to say. I was a little 
mcnt was tremendous. have ',ea sparsnies to this meeting gi'owth ginned up to November 1 lo good, hard common sense. too, for
e eeneeriphers-and, again. we be- 0. seems to carry off the palm for abashed, notwithstanding the tone of 
Twice Eppner reported tome. The by et • Ise, to :, ef al. the Wales, and be 6,167,600 bales, as Tompared with the weight. tut and coloring aii make
6,906 395 bales for 1906.
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CASHIERS' CHECKS FROM ANY LOCAL BANK OR 11IUST COMPANY GOOD AS CASH HERE
Our Suits Talli
ONE of our handsome Fall Suits will tell theworld just what you want it to know about you.
If you have pride about your appearance, you
should form the habit of coming here for your
Clothes.
We avoid the very cheap so!t of Clothing because
it's bad for you and it's bad for our store.
We have choice Fall Suits-the sort that tower head and
shoulders above mediocrity, at prices ranging froth
$12.50 or $15.00 up to $20.00 or $25.00
The Fall styles are conservative and attractive.
The fabrics are neat mixtures of new colorings in stripes
arid checks. Costs fitting easy to the form and of medium
19ngth. Collars and lapels of tnedium width and length.
Trousers easy, shapely and graceful.
Come in and see what's new and talk over the Fall Suit
proposition with us.
We're always pleased to show. Buy at your pleasure.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
RDESISE 
GER'SriiNL
TOTHIElis,
323
Broadway
STUDENTS TO HOLD another brie.k15"111,1-.01, was employed.
-11.611.R.E.SLIT
AT LEVY'S TOMORROW.
1.ater Cunningham returned and
'TAX CONFERENCE' el‘l'ffeattha(e.rbonst 
ed,thheigrivweird.owlIceztaingsger. a-n
{ :or employing the man while drunk,
allages that the defendant is re-
sponsible for his death. She asked
Ifor $2,1100 damages.
hi response to a can in Angtist by '
haughty indifference I took. I began
to feel very young before this tea-
chine-like impersonation of the mar-
ket.
Bockstein relieved the embarrass-
ment of the situation by coming in out
of breath, with a brave pretense of
having been merely consulting a cus-
tomer in the next room.
"You hat exblained to Misder Epp-
ner?" he inquired. "Den all is done
Here is a card to der Board Room. If
orders you haf to gif. Eteiner sill dake
dem on der floor. Zhust gif him der
check for margin, and all is vell."
At the end of this harangue I found
myself outride the office, with Bock.
stein's back waddling toward the
private room where the partners cro
to have their last consultation efore
going to the Board.
My eheak had been honoree, then,
and Bockstein had assured himself of
my solvency. In the reheard from
anxiety, I swelled with the pride of a
capitalist-on Doddridge Knapp's
money.
In the Board Room of the big Ex-
nettrostilsweilliaminsediPsollseese
•
• •
t i
1 i
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THIS WE.UTHER SUGGESTS
•
HE 1'1'1 OVERCOATS.
1 These- c(771 mornings touch
the quick with their chilliness,
don't- thee- Make you feel
the need of heavier overcoats,
I too. •
• 
• Thep, take advantage of our
i
great ;LI overcoat offer this
week.
/
Due to the stringency in the
money market, we were able
to secure an exceptionalle
good value in an overcoat to
sell for $15. ,We have sold a
number of them, but have
i
plenty left to last a few days.
Come in and let us fit you out,
as you won't have such an
change the uproar had given me a
suggestion that the business of buy-
ing and selling stooks was carried on
in a somewhat less conventional man-
ner than the Heide in groceries. But
it had not quite prepared me for the
scene in the Exchange.
After a little I was able to discover
that the shouts and yells and screams,
the shakiim of fists, and the waving
of arms were merely a more or less
energetic method of bidding for
stocks; that the ringing of gongs and
the bellow of the big man who smiled
on the bear-garden from the high
desk were merely the audible signs
that another stock was being called;
and that the brazen-voiced reading of
a roll was merely the orbital an-
nouncement of the record of bargain
and sale that had been going on be-
fore me.
It was my geed fortune to make out
so much before the inirchase of the
stocks on my order list was com-
pleted. The crisis was at hand is
which I must have my wits about me,
and be ready to act for myself.
Eprner rushed up and reported the
bargains made. handing me a slip with
the Metres he had paid for the stocks.
-Any more orders?" he gasped. lie
was trembling with excitanient and
suppressed eagerness for the fray.
"Yes," I shouted above the roar
about me. "I want to buy Omega."
lie gave a look that might have
been a warning, if I could have read
It; but it was gone with a shrug as
though he would say, "Well, it's no
business of mina.'
"liow mush?" lie asked. "Walt!"
He started away at a scream from
the front, but returned in a monient.
lie !lad bought or sold some'hing, bat
I had not the least idea what it was,
or which he had done.
"It's ccming!" he yelled in my eat'.
The gong rang. The-re was a com
fused cry from the man at the big
rleak. And pandemonium let loose.
"Omega opens at sixty-five," shouted
Eppner. 1
-Bid sixty," I shouted In rerly. "but
'et all you can, even if you have to
;sty slaty-five."
rner gave a hello*, and skated
into a group of fat men, gesticulating
ihilentli. The roar increased, if such
a thing were possible.
In a minute Eppner was back, pene
piring. and I fa.. led a trifle werried.
--allbey're dropping it on see," he
gasped' in
sixty-two and one thousand at sixty.
Small lots coming fast and big ones
on the way."
"Good! Bid fifty-ftve, and then fifty,
but get them."
siVith a roar he rushed into the
midst of a whirling throng. I saw
twenty brokers about him, shouting
and threatening. One in his eagerness
jumped upon the shoulders of a fat
man in front of him, and shook a
paper under his nose.
I could make out nothing of what
stock as being
down stroke by stroke. There was
a rush to sell. Eifty-five--fiftethree
-fifty, came the price-then by leaps
to fort -five and forty. It was a panic.
At last the gong sounded, and the
scene was over.
Eppner reportad at the end of the!
call. lie bad boraht for me twelve
thousand file hundred shares, over
ten thousand of them below fifty. The
total was frightful. There was halt
a million dollars to pay when the time
for settlement came. It was folly to
suppose that my credit at the Nevada
was of this size. But I put a bold face
on it, gave a check for the figure that
Eppner named, and rose.
"Any more orders?" he asked.
"Not till afternoon."
As I passed into the street I was as-
tonished at the swift transformation
that had cerne over R. The block
about the Exchange was crowded with
a tossing throng, hundreds upon hun-
dreds pushing toward its fateful doors
But where cheerfulness and hope had
ruled, fear and gloom now vibrated in
electric waves before me. The faces
turned to the pitiless, polished granite
front of the great gambling-hall were
white and drawn, and on them sat
Ruin and Despair.
(To be continued in next issne.)
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Ever, dose makes yGu freibeiter. Lee-Pm
keeps your whole 'rude, right. Sold on thc
rnoney.hack plaeverywitere. Prtee RO ceets.
"Bark to Nature."
If you have been reading my ad-
vertisements on Osteopathy, and are
not yet satisfied that it will do all I
claim, I should like to have you call
ger my office some time just to make
a personal investigstion.
In the short time that I have been
here I have. had the pleasure of treat-
ing some of the moot promineut peo-
ple of the city, for one thing and an-
other, and I have yet to find a patient
who was dissatisfied.
Every day hilt adds, too, to tha
number of people who are finding
that the Osteopathic treatment is al
that we claim for it, Of course in
some instances relief or cures are
quicker than in others, as is but
natural.
If you are suffering from any form
of nervousness, liver, bowel, stomach
or kidney troubles, of asthma, chronie
headaches, neuralgia, rheumatism,
lumbago or general debility, don't
wait too long before doing something
for it, but come to see me and let
offer made you again this • me make a diagnosis of the case and
season tell you frankly what Osteopathy will
do for you.•
Osteopathy is not a cure all, no:
will It cure in a night: there fe noth-
ing occult about its-just a scientific,
rational,, back to nature treatment
that Is -doing muck tor .suffering ha-
%
1
erfli.flih1?.eleask ui415 "341; no 0A DWAY •'
1 i I 'TE'6251.0 rsi. NANO EP/Y.5
lawillelearefr""Insetliiessinegailleusslame4
inanity.
DR G. fl, FROAGE.
Phone 1407. i4516 Broadway, up-
stairs. ....a.b410111111
•
trove nor Harris of Ohio, there will Falling Off in Cotton,
ler held in Columbus, Ohio, November Washington, Nov, 11.-The census
12, a national conference or the Na- ittiresu today issued its bulletin show
It 1:tton, he attended by
male tax . e•• from all over tile
reentry. si alesteeinis will take a
wide ranZo. covet-liar evety phase of
the quesiaiti of taxatein.
Such a gathering as that which is to
be held in Columbus will roma in
Ai:igen:Mating a meat deal of infer
!nation on the subject of methods of
taxation and is imiund to stinielate
still further the harem-it in this re-
earn. Covernor Beckham has ee-
1 ointel three gentlemen to repremLnt
1:10 State of Kentucky It la very much
ro be hoped that they will attend, ai
rentuekr has as. great an interest as
sly at her state In ibis eriestion 1,10
‘ery much greater interest than some
ether sta'es that haVe___Illade future
yrOgrf.Ss than we have toward a bet
Jur tax sysoleni
The Proposed Reforms.
The lit is.' of the contereuccs are
this antireetced.
To SeVilr,! all authoritative and an
exhaustive diacusitrar of the subject
of state and local taxation in all of its
details.
To produce a volume of proceedings
containing the best thought of those
who, by reason of their special edui•a
Cone' training and practical experi-
ence, are qualified, to speak with au
thority upon the special branch of the
subject they may elect to discuss
To furnish to the members of the
legislatures of the several "states a
concrete, up-torlate statement eit the
economic and business principles that
should be applied In state and local
tax leeislation, to be used as a guide
for firer nction when considering pro
pose's to improve the tax laws of their
respective states and in the admires
tration of the same.
By this means to secure the applica-
tion of correct economic and business
principles in all tax legislation.. and
thus develop a high degree of uniform.
Ity in the tax laws of the several
stales.
By securing uniewrolty in state tax
flaws, to elinguate the evil of changes
lin legal residence and in the location
of business undertakings induced by
differences in state tax laws, and to
create conditions of high value in aid
of the effective and economical man-
agement of the financial affairs of all
state and loeal gpvernments.
COURT INSTRUCTED
FOR THE DEFENDANT.
On peremptory instructions the
Jury found for the defendant in the
case of 'Minnie Cunningham against
the Ayer & Lord Tie company, Mrs.
Cunningham is the widow of Daniel
.Ctinninghtim, who was drowned off
ithe t.o wboat.Margaret last aginimeg.
Cunningham was a brick masoih end
had been 'employed to repair turn-
tices on the boat. The Margaret was
to have been Inspected on the after-
norm Cunningham wale drowned, and
laphaIn H. Baker, snpertutendent of
footing stock of the Ayer & Loeri
Tie company, bad sent for him to
finish the job. Cunningham proved
No Harm Menet.
Trit a repper, gurnor.
' !ekes- Swell-It seems to um you are
ii waat of nrinnere not money.
"r asimil for what I thoneht
.• eiee 'if, base - 0 ee a Week.
"Ma. wh ydoes Sits sing so mush
when Mr. Spoonamore ts here?" "1
Oink. dear, she Is try:ng to test his
love."-Chicago Record-Herald.
Although the rivers have risen to
a fair boating stage, river men are
now facing another trouble in the
shape of stringency in the money mar-
ket and receipts and shipments are
lighter than for a year. The packs.' 
Inand out today had little to do are'
the deek hands were correspondinge
happy.
The J. B. Richardson, which has
been discontinued in the Paducah and
Cairo trade, left this morning frit
Clarksville. Tenn., with the wharf-
boat of that place, which has been
repaired at the marine ways. She
will return Wedneriday mut enter he.
regular trade in the Cumberland
river, the -business along that stream
being sufficient to maintain regular
trips.
The stage this morning was 8.5, Ft
rise of 0.7 since yesterday.
The H. W. Buttorff was in from
Evansville this morning, leaving at 8
o'clock on her return trip.
The Clyde is due in from the Ten-
nessee river tonight.
The Bob Dudley left yesterday for
her regular trip in the upper Cum-
lierland river trade, She has bee),
laid tip here two weeks on account of
the low water.
I The A. D. Allen, which has beenrebuilt at the dry docks, left yestetday for Memphis, where she will Is
used in the Arkansas raver trade
Captain B. Berryman is piloting her
down the Mississipill,
. The'Jim Duffy, Jr.., the Inverneei
and the Henriettar_to.Vihoats used. it,
the tie trade, were ill in from the
Tennessee river Saturday and were
receiving supplies this morning pre-
paratory for the return trip.
Notable indeed are the new mid-
winter suits which are now being re-
ceived constantly at Ire% y's, for they
embody the newest and most swag-
ger cut and the latest colorings.
There are Long coats sad short coats
in old rose and Copenhagen blue,
the two shades which are to 1st' most
popular for midwinter ,and !spring
wear.
them just tight for spi leg as well as
the present.
One of the greatest changes in
thew suits is the short-waisted beak
with the DuBarry sleeve. This sleeve
is indicative of style as well as beauty
and affords the wearer a garment
that's gracsful and very late in de-
sign. There are many ladies in the
city whom we have promised to call
up by phone when these suits ar-
rived but, fearing that wo have lost
the ilst on which their names were
written, we use this means of notify-
ing you that we have the suit you
deetre.
Today our stock of suite reaches a
climax and tomqrrow the line. will be
ready for your inspection. Whether
you have bought your suit or not.
we gladly welcome you to this feast
of good things.
The prices on these milts range
from $35 to $85. The stiles; range
from the most modest to the styles
that are affected by modish dressers
in the great eastern fashion centers.
Remember, tomorrow is the first
shoeing and Fake it a point to be
with us as early as possible so you
will not be too late and miss some
of the good styles. Lery's Exclusive
Ladies Reads to-Wear, 317 Broad-
way. _
Warm Knee Pants
for the Boys
50c to $1.50
Our showing of knee
p ,nts for the boys is ex-
citing all sorts of favor-
able comment from
Paducah mothers,- for
the values are really ex-
ceptional. The pants
are warm, strong and
well made, in all-wool
worsteds, Ca1161MCfC6 and
full lined blue serges
They are cut either
. straight or bloomer style
---ages 5 to 16.
50c to $1.50
U. 6. Gullett & Co.
oeeerporsted.)
313 brookotwa 7.
"Take Tor Feet to Golfete?."
1
'e allow 5 percent
i ((count OR all r-
chases ,.paid for
with- Cashier's
Checks on Paducah
banks. .
t
4
•
MONDAY, NO`CEMBER it.
;tcht....91tillips es4
Yloor 'Oil ̀ Cloth.
WE are prepared for your winter requirements inoil cloth in a very choice line of patterns in all
widths,.
30c A good heavy grade, per
square yard.._.....-
35c Extra quality for heavy wear,
per square yard__
30c
35c
$1.00 Stove mat, l's yards sq.
bordered all around. _ $1 00.?".....
Jww!.•.,...4.4.1.4.4.1.,1
IOCAL NEWS t
--The great baby contest is now
on at the Kozy theater and there are
j.ado teteoen Mr. Ma: ifs P. Molloy, J. , e, i morning for Jaakeete Tenn , to %le:
-14 to the altar Miss Clera Stewart Brad- his daughter, who Is attendin_
shaw. The marriage took place at lehoul. lie will
ihe home of the bride's sister, MrsaHutuleolde Tenn., to ., • i, ii ..,
R. S. Mason, on Water street, and odiet conference.
litany relatives and friends of thel The Rev. R. H. Pigue, editor of it
young People living in and out of Methodist, of Fulton, was in the ,
In Honor of Birthday. town were present. The Rev. J. L.I this afternoon.
Mr. Jerome F. Watson entertained Kilgore, pastor of the Methodist! 3,1r. L. Robertson and family
 hay,
a number of his friends most pleas- church, performed the ceremony le a returned from a visit to 
Murray.
tinily at his home. 414 South Tenth most impressive manner., while anl Mrs. Mary Anderson, of 
Tritunla
street, Saturday evening. Games and orchestra of Paducah discoursed ap-Istreets, Is quite ill with pn
eumonia
music were features of the evening's propriate music. The floral decois-I Mrs. L. S. Camplit
te, of Dal'
pleasure and refreshments wore tions were tastefully arranged, and 1 Texas, is visiting her moth
er, ei .
served later. Those present were: ithe program carried out ID perfect M. W. Johnson, of OC
iark street.
Misses Cynthia Rollins. Mae Mein- manner. -' Mier the ceremony andl Miss Minni
e Tyler, who has beet,
tosh, Rosa Humphrey, Jessie Dixon,lcongratulationsehe parties left on the
:employed by Miss Zula Cobbs, th,
I
Earl Biggart, Marjorie Coleman. noon train, amid showers of rice, for milliner, has 
returned to her hone.
Claudine Woodward, Olivia Slayden,/ a few days' sojourn in Lotesvillie!in Chicago.
Bertha McIntosh, Genie Miller, Leda!Mrs. M. P. Molloy, of this place, and! Mrs. C. J. Ballowe
 and children
Dycus, Allie Biggart, Montle MilleelMrs. M. P. Mollow, of this place, and have returned from Mayfield
 after a
Lillian Hughes, Mae Slayden. Ogle for several years has held a positive visit to relatives.
\Vest, %agent Dycus, Ethel Carroll, with the Kentucky Shoe Manufactur-I Coroner Frank Eaker is 
able to b,.
Magoline Carroll, Mamie Witten:sting company, of this place, and IS now out after several days' i
llness of
Geneva Watson; Messrs. Eugene l in charge of their office. The bride fever.
Thompson, Cecil Wiseman, Watson,ls the youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ned Wyatt and 
children, ofI,
Markey. Will Kensey, Torn Akers. Mrs. R. B. Bradshaw, of Padsicah, Keefe were in the city 
yesterday. the .
Jesse Emlnisor, R. S. Burgess, Emil and a most accomplished young lady, guests of At
torney M. E. Gilbert.
Simpson, Louis McIntosh. Harry Kes- Their popuarity was masted in the Capt. W. J. 
Stone, of Kuttawa
many elegant presents received."terson, Jesse Tucker, Arch Johnson,
Iva Beck, Marcia! Burnham; Arthur
McIntosh, Freddie Brien, Eph Sisk,
Seldou Dixon, Harry E. Bass, W. H.
was in the city yesterday.
Mrs. Rachael Gordon returned te
Paducah Roy Complimented. 
her home in Pittsburg yesterday, at-
. t.-r spending several days here wine
54 of the sweetest little babies under - Hanners, Charley Hurley, Bozz:e 
g up the estate of her husband
Elev. and Mrs. J. %V. Blackard. 1111 4
3 years of age In this great contest ' Sneed and Cecil Schaeffer. 
Capt. E. Gordon, the well
Jefferson street, has been highly cou,
Every one of the 54 babies will bel
'shown on the curtain at each and ev-
ery performance. Every admission
of 5 cents entitles you to vote for
your favorite baby to win one of the
handsome prizes, and be declared one
of the most popular babies of Padu-
cah. Daily standing of the votes will
be seen in the theater. See prises at
'13 • y Broad-
way.
Tickets for the art. lecture by !fo-
redo Taft at the Womau's club to-
night. Children ati cents, adults $1.
IN 1111 COURTS
plimented at the Fitzgerald Trainine aaa
river man, who died several
-
:Mrs. Intone on Kentucky Educationnl school in Trenton Tenn which he -
as one of the four students from the ,
cago on business.
ntr. Ben Klein has gone to Chi-
1 
, ,
D. A. R. Committee. entered this fall. He was selectee!
The national educational commit-
itee of the D. A. R.. with Miss Necum, entire school to take part in the ore- 
Attorney D. A. Hughes went to
,the vice-president general from New torical contest for the medal offeret; 
Murray this morning on business.
'Jersey. as chairman, has appoin'ed at the spring term. He is a talented 
Mr. Mike Griffin went to Murray
i committees front each state to map ,young fellow and his success in sev- 
this morning.i
;out the work of the educational cone eral debates at the school won hint 
Attorney Frank LUCAS returnel
mittee for the year. Mrs. Sallie Mar- high commendation.
'shall Hardy is the chairman for the
istate of Kentucky. and she has ap- Paducah "In the Pullin, Eye.e
!pointed to serve with tier on her cone -fhe blowing extracts from a per-
i mittee the regents of the twenty-one sonal letter front Mrs. Letcher Riker.
lehapters D. A. R. in the state. The president of the Kentucky Fedent-
committee wishes to promote the Ii'- tiou of %%emerge Clubs, Is quoted le
iterests in educational stork in a study the Lexington Herald's society sup-
l of Putted States history, a general p:ement :
knowledge OT history. The following
women are members of the commit-
PAGE rivat
Keep Warm
And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.
This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.
We say and guarantee
that no soot will be in
the stove or pipe after
the en tire winter's
work.
Our line is complete in
sizes, finishes, designs,
quality and price.
Our Prices range from
$1,25 to $75.00
Don't fail2 C the Best Line
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
$0 .1.4.1...t.t.L.Lik. Jpitkt.LJ.
lion wits wish the delivery of their- awe, eseatiaussi, callTe unitsvEle. 
more that delighted • alth_ Paducah gram, a_  yam aoaisaaidnanaae_ _ Ien'alT- Geed _Rita_ Deane
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416
-Dr. 'toyer residence phone 464;
Office 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
-We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company In
America. Fine carriages for special
occasions on short notice; also ele-
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co
-Forms for real estate agents f •
sale at this office.
-City subscribers to the Daily
papers stopped must notify our col-
artereseht i tee:
In circuit Ceur•
-Ferguson against Ferguson & Pal-
front Wing° this morning.
Train Dispatcher William Hills
and wife went to Murray this morn-
ing.
Mr. R. A. Billingsley spent Sue-
day in Memphis.
Attorney Hal Corbett is serious?'
ill with the grtp at his home on
North Eighth street.
"Harrodsburg, Ky.. Oct. 31, 1907. 
Mrs. W. Y. Griffith, of North
-I have just returned from a week 
Thirteenth street, is seriously ill of
pneumonia.
spent in Weatern Kentucky. Federto
Mrs. Ira Sayre Barnett. for the lion is an epidemic there and things 
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Miller, of Haze!,
Mrs, James A. Leech. for the Fin- 
promise great development. I ant
- were in the city yesterday.
R. E. Hearne. has returneo
John Marshall chapter, LouisvilleI_
14,
A•rdriri-r 1-16-edr4r4
THE PAIN ( ‘11 EVENING SUN
FOR 'SALE-Cheap four- 
rkjain
cottage. Apply 1750 Clay.
_ 
house. 2402 Broadway. Apply at..._ ._
- Igeterraeor. melte- -she- -requests dIrect,ducab Marine 
Railway company, de- :ha 00 Richmond
paid to suet orderswhen 
fendant reasons and mot-Toil - fee I r''Miss Margaret Butler. Jetnimat4*"""*"111"ther  - Thr l''''4-'tri
-P---to-po-in-ts -e-ast and the -James
dent of the .Press association has
• have returned front their wedseleg
carriers. Sun Publishing Co. given 
given' tow
11'.wCourt a
djourned for the day at
trill/tied!.
Miss Jeanie Inalgnburn. Samuel 
offered to have our work endorsed by 
I town exposition and are at home et , 
i-r4 -FOR----SALE---Yeung honeysuckle
greteerf Opinesite. 'Nei' phone 12 t2
‘
, The Sun office. No attention will
Johnson chapter. Paris.
that organization at its next meet- 
43e South Sixth street. Mr. and! Subscribers inserting want ads in 
vines, 10c each. Address The Bunga.
-Miss Isabel Mohan, pianist and, Davie* chapter, Bowling Green
. lug. Yours sincerely, 
1 Mrs. Province ate noted among the The Sun still kindly remember that 
low, 1754 Monroe street. 
I 0 : ::g) o'clock this morning.
"FRANCES SIMRALL RIKER 
elrecent Kentucklant in Washington lushl such items are to be paid for 
-Send 10c for instructions for re-
p 
The ease of Belle O'Brien againet
accompanist, has now her studio in, ' - - Mrs. James M. Arnold, Rebecca
Boone chapter, Newport. Sunday
's Courier-Journal. 
moving pimples from the face with-
, the American Garman National bank,
,the Mutual Benefit Life Insuranee __ When the an Is 
inaertell. the rule ate
'this morning but will be tomorrow. . . . 
Born, to Judge and Mrs. D. A. Pilrialf to ever/ 
out use of drugs. Address Z, care
ietnipany was not given to the jury __ o
ne without excep-
building, second floor, where she j Mrs. Anderson, Keturah Moan Tay -
would be pleased to see all her 1or chapter, Newport. 
;than. General 
Delivery. -
friends and patrcns. 
1 C. H. Sherrill agalnet the Tully Miss Bessie Todd. Isaac Shelby 
Cross, a son. . .
Livery company. continued. 
Mr. R. I.. Poacher, the wholesieel FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. 
THE Perfection Oil Heater as.d
with a unique musical Sattirday night 
  'Rao Lamps advertised in this paw
-For quality use the Diamond chapter. Shelbyville. whisky deale
r, Is seriously sick and' MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
The rooms were beentifu'y des-orate 
It threatened with pneumonia. Ides, 326-328 South Third street. 
are void only by Noah's Ark.
Mrs: D. 3-1-, Griffith, General Evaa
Mrs. Herschel Porter. Col. John visiting relatives in the city. plete. Ring old phone 426-r. 
tage, 502 North Seventh. All mod-
-FOR-RENT-One six-room cot-
Shelby chapter, Owensboro. with white and yellow chrysantha- 
Miss May Johnson, of Benton, Is FOR SALE or rent, laundry corn-
rubber stamps. The Diamond Stamp
Works. 115 South Third street.
Phones 358.
-Mr. II. C. Hollins has left the
City for a few months, and I have ac-
meted an interest in les business and
shall look after it for hint. Any in-
formation with referert•e to any
branch of it will receive prompt at-
tention if you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 354. E. J. Pax-
ton.
-Place your orders for welding
Invitation at home. The Sun is
showing as great an assortment a3
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
--R. D. Clements & Co. are show-
ing the largest line of $1.50 popular
copyright novels for 50 cents ever
shown in the city of Paducah.
-Bulbs, Bulbs. alit kinds. Special
Hyacinth bulbs, per down 25c. M. J.
Yopp Seed Co., Second street. Old
phone 243.
-Henry Wilcox. colored, 54 years
old. disci of a complication of dis-
eases last night' at 819 North Ninth
street. The funeral was held this
afternoote The burial was in Oak
Grove cemetery.
Miss Adah Brazelton, teacher in
the High school, is III and unable to
be at school. Her work was divided
among other teachers in the High
school. Miss Brazelton is suffering
from a severe cold.
The Us of
Toilet Cologne
is considered a little old
fashioned in this day of ex-
pensive extracts and toilet
waters. But if you will give
our
Neroli Cologne
a fair trial you will be sur-
prised at the fresh, clean
fragrance, and a little in
the bath water will strengthen
your opinion, perhaps, of
your grandmother's good
taste. Our Neroli Cologne is
very fine indeed and we sell
it in half pint glass stoppered ,.
bottles for
50c
ire,t14,LeY
Dr ugglet et
Fifth and Broadway. Op. Palmer Heise.
Jnaeldt 1.1 Taylor against the, Int-
Lawrttice B. And,eson. of May-
field, formerly county judge of
Graves county, filed a petition in
bankruptcy in federal court here on
Saturday afternoon H liabil-
ities are $6.60:' lth no ts.
Judge Anderson was at one tim.•
deputy insurance commiasioner for
the state. He lived in Paducah -tour
years ago for a short time.
Credit era Meet,
A first meeting of creditors In the
bankrupt matter of John P. Turner.
of Benton, will be held at Benton on
November 23.
Deeds Filed.
F. M. MeGlathery to !saw. Malley-
eolds. property in the county, $1 and
other considerations.
E. W. Whittemore to Lawson- and
Mary Fitzhugh, property in the
county. $1 and other confederations.
Jahn L. Pace, et al., to Steve Et-
ter, property in the county, SLOW
Mariage Licensee.
William Butler to Susie Wiese.
colored.
In Police Court.
Babe Young and Mile Morton. col-
ored, were pre/tented itt police court
this morniug, charged eith being
drunk and disorderly. The man had
resisted Patrolman Crows Saturday
The woman was poen 50 days in the
county jail and the man ned $50 teed
costs.
Other cases: Hardy Williams
drunkenness. $1 and costs: W. hi
Petit, dru,nkenness, 1 cent and coos
FEDERATION OF LABOR
CON-a-ENE/4 AT NORFOLK.
Norfolk. V41 ' Nov . 11.-The 26th
annual coneention of the Amer-Iran
Federation of Labor convened today
with 4,00 delegatee. President Gout-
era and Secretary Morrison deliver-
ed reports, after which the day was
spent in reviewing the exposition.
Tomorew the convention gets down
to bufehees for two weeks.
-111EIE■111111111111111111111.1111helklirrafaltan
U. FAKE W. HOLEY
of Richmond, Ind.. rep-
resenting the lienley
Roller Skate Works, will
be at the Auditorium to-
night for the purpose of
taking orders for the
celebrated
Henley Skates
Paul Jones & compauy against R.
W. Ellis, dismissed without preju-
dnee.
and there is no question about it, the Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. ProvinceI
Mrs. Andre Sconlan, Boonesboro women are fine. We will, however
Delightful Evening.
Miss Nancy R. Wysong entertained
at her horns, 324 Tennessee street,
mums presented to the hostees
Green chapter, Hopkinsville. Miss 
Attorneys W. F. Bradshaw and W.
Petition in Intekrutgey. Mrs. E. G. Boone, Padn 
eena ,eec
cah chap- 
ior and Miss V . Eaton have returned -front a trip
ter, Paducah.
Miss Mary Bunch, Gen. Sarum.:
Hopkins chapter. Henderson -
Mrs. Benjamin Johnson, Gen. Na-
thaniel Freeman chapter. Bardstown.
Mrs. George W. Bain, Bryant Sta-
tion chapter. Lexington
Mrs. W. C. Cooder, Elizabeth Pen-
ton chapter, Covington.
Mrs. Anna H. Harbison, Henry
Claggett chapter, Shelbyville.
Mrs .1. H. Morton, Lexington chap-
ter; Lexington.
Miss Anna May. Gen. Samuel Mc-
Dowell chapter, Cynthiana.
Miss Anus VanMeter, St. Asath
chapter, Danville.
Mrs. Thomas Page Dickenson.
Transvivania chapter, Glasgow,
Mrs. Luke P. Blackburn. Filson
chapter, Louisville.
Bradeluteenlolloy.
The Lyon County Herald of No
vember S. says:-
"On Wednesday morning at 10:30
No matter how you
use your hands here are
gloves to fit your indi-
vidual requirements and
your fist.
Kid, dog skin, rein-
deer, (very durable)
buckskin, knit and fur •
glovek,
Gloves, for driving as
well as all the, walks of
life, and work too.
Agents for Fisk,Clarken Fiwg
and Adier'a fine I treseand inth-
;rie Gloves.'
'tepee
II.aura l'etter. After being treated to Louisville.
to some beautiful music furnished by: Mrs. P. D. Fitzpatrick and child art
a see., t few of the Jaceson orchestra,
the guests responded to the invita-
tion of the hostess and passed down
the hall into the dining room. where
i all kiuds of dainty refreshments were,served by Miss Eva May Hawkins and
Mis, Oakley Doonn. The young peo-
ple then went into the parlor. where
a peanut contest was held, the first
prize. an ornamental china purse con-
taining two small Teddy Bears, wa •
won by Miss Helena Leidetiter. The
second prize, "The Democrat Roost-
er." was won by Mr. Dennie Flee+,
The evening was most enjoya!
The guests were: Misses Hei,
Leidecker, of Tyler: Eva May Hee
kins. Loretta Wagner, Neva Lewis. or
Mayfleid: Iola Smith. Rosa .M.,-
Clara Dean, Myrtle Fuller, of Pei
IL; Willie Lucas. of Brenta,
Tenn.: Mr. and Mrs. Oakley IThoni
Messrs. Arthur and Juney Switzer. (s
Florence Station: Dennie Flue+.
rofessor Keethy. Roscoe Wise, .)
.olner, Ed Senser. Paul Joiner, SI:'
Newman, Professor Hans. Oscar Peal.
of Fulton, and Mr. Wysong ano
family.
Notable Lecture Tonight,
Lorado Taft. the Chicago sculptor.
will lecture at the Woman's club au-
ditorium this evening at 8 Pei
Mr. Taft has a national repuee
both as an artiat and speaker. His
lecture. "A Glimpse of a Sculptor's
Studio." will be illuatrated by practi-
cal work. He appears tinder the an- ,
spices of the Art department of the
club. 1
Loral Forestry Meeting.
There will le' a fleeting at thc
Woman's club this afternoon at 4
o'clock of all interfgred in the For-
estry question. A local forestry com-
mittee will be organized composed of
both men and women. Mrs. Robert
Becker Phillips is a member of the
State Federation Forestry _committee
and Messrs. John S. Bleecker and
Saunders A. Fowler represent the
forestry cotureittre of the Commerciai
club. The Civics department of the ;
Woman's club, Alumni association,1
Public Schools, Board of Pnblie
Works and Park commissioners are
all interested In this work.
Mr. Clarence Knowles. assistant
superintendent of water supply of the
illtraols Central, arrived front New
Orltans this morning and is visiting
his parents here.
Mrs. George D. Smith, of Cadiz, is
registered at the Palmer House to-
day.
Attorney J. P. Alcusworth..of
kinseille. attend. ,1 circuit cowl II -
today.
Mrs, David Fiourney and Miss
Etbel Morrow will leave on Tuesday
for Si. .1 OFC•011.M'o.,'T&v1ift -1174.-7:- edIAMMaii
M. Burns, formerly MisiePearl Buck- falTABLIVILD
tier, of Paducah.
The Rev. 'Peter Fields, left this
rivtd front Kansas City this morning
Mr. F. 31. MeGlathery will attend
conference at Humboldt, Tenn.
Miss Wilkie Blanche Asher, of At-
lanta, a Ill arrive tomorrow to visit
the Misses Winstead, Seventh and
Washtngton streets.
Coe grin -rare •14. for results,
THE IMPORTANCE
OF
YOUR OVERCOAT
Your suit must have style,
and workmanship to keep its
style. Your overcoat mutt
have both of these and plenty
of warmth. You can secure
the fashions of the hour-and
a good warm garment, too-
from the overcoat showing
we are offering at
$15 to $35
•
WANT ADS.
FOR SALE--Cheap. gasoline boat,
Gray engine. Address A. K., Sun.
FOR heating said etovewood ring
437 F. Levin.
FOR DRa WU. old phone
2361.
WANTED---Position as meat cut-
ter. Phone 1422.
FOR RENT-Blacksmith whop
Fifth and Jefferson. John Dean..
FOR SALE--Good bay mare for
family use. Inquire 331 Broadway.
FOR WENT - Furnished rooms
with steam heat, 432 Washington St.
500 LOADS dry stove wood for
quick delivery. Both phones 203.
FOR I-SENT-Four roont flat,
-reed and Tennessee. Phone 222.
FOR SALE-Roil top desk with
!chair. Apply at this office.
ORDER your dry stove wood, loose
and bundled kindling from Johnston-
Deuker Coal Co. Both phones 203.
FOR SALE- Piano, flu niture a,nd
inge. Apply to 2421 Broadway
lel phone 725.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 115 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WE ARE NOW In i position to
serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
chile and hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
,Third.
k -BRICK residence for rent,- 835
Madison. Apply to 'Rev. W. E. Cave,
211 North Seventh street.
WANTED-To rent house or cot-
age by permanent tenant. Address
P 0. M., care Sun.
WANTED-----Hustling agents,-ese-y
ark. big pay, phone 1116-a or call
71,4 Broadway. '
WANTED---Poeition as assistant
askkeeper or clerk in grocery. Ad•
-fss E., care Sun.
WANTED - Position by
keeper and stelleaucher. Address
M., care Suit.
, FOR RENT----Nice home In court-,
itry, two miles from nay. Good past.
tire. Apply Chas. Inchon, 389-2,
eel phone.
RRENT-A four-room house
rh all modern convenienees.at 514
eerth Fifth street. Apply 516
North Fifth street.
GOOD PRICE paid for furnitere
.711 stoves at Williams & Peal. 205
eoith Third street. New phone 901-a.
FOR RENT--Two 3-room houses
on Kincaid street across Sixth street
bridge. Apply to Gip Husbands ot
phone 1780.
--WA-STED-- A tInner at Robinson.
$21 a week 10 a first-class man.
Scott Mfg. Co., Rohl-peon. 111. .
FOR RENT---To ntletnan. nicely
furninhed upstairs room, (onvenient
to bath, hot and cold water. Allele
to R. D. Clements-40S Clay eitest.
7:stet Be fee tern ier
wit.h black spot on left' and brown
head and white nose. Return to 610
Husbands for reward.
ern conveniences. Phone e54.
BEAUTIFI'l. ROOMS- Furnished
or unfurnished. Two for light house-
keeping. 726 Jefferson street.
WANTED--Office boy. Apply In.
Dr. J. it. Robertson, Fourth and
Broadwaa.
FOR RENT--My six :pont brick
residence. 121'e South Sixth strtet.
Joseph Mattison. Sr.
-COTTAGE for rent; $34 per month
Three blo-ke from postoffice. Apply
at 441 South Sixth street.
FOR RENT-Four room fiat with
bath, front and back porches,
etc., upstairs, No. 1440 Broadway.
L. D. Sanders.
, MEN- -Our catalogue explains how
we teach barber trade in few week*.
mailed free, 3101er Barber College,
St. Louis. Mo.
-LOST- Paitr gold -rim glasses in
case Saturday evening on nutrket.
'return to 411 South Eighth street
and rem, lye reward.
LADI-ES-Our catalogue teaches
how we teach hairdressing, manactir-
nig, facial massage. etc., in few
weeka. mailed free. Moler
St. Louis, Mo.
FOR RENT- -Eight rocim hrck
house with bath. on Kentucky are -
flue near High school. Apply to Mee.
C. W. 4;irardey. with -Lindy, Phillips
& Co.
LOST-November 2, in or-n-eai-• the
grocery corner Twelfth and Jackson.
one Cameo set ring. Finder please
return to 1211 Jackson street and
receive reward.
• LOST---hits bull dog with
brown spots on body: wore leather
collar studded with brass buttons, -
a friendly dog, and answers to the
name of "Bob." Return to 611
North Fourth street for reward.
CLEANING AND PRESSING nean.
ly done. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Work called for and delivered. One
trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
Ninth street: near Broadway. Phone
WANTED --Boy .between the
of 15 and 15 to learn the drug lose-
nee. 'Must be of. good moral What.
actor. Answer In own hand writleg.
addressing Druggist. care genet at
delivery, city.
-FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
property on South Fourth. Three
houses. numbers 427, 4:11 and 415.
between Clark and Adams stee.fr,s.
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Herain,
El. Box foc. or incmire at Joe Brett-
ner's shoe shop, 126 1-2 Kentucky
avenue, for full particulars.
. NIGHT SCHOOL-First month's
tuition free if you clip and mail or
present this notice within the •next
five days to Dranghon's PrecticQ
Business College (Ineorporate1)
31 4% Broadway, Paducah. 011
phone 174a asking for particulars t
this remetrkanie offer. If :ton deter%
quit at end of month. owing nothleg.
or continue at special rate--$4 a
month
MONDAY, NOVEMBER It.PMI'S NIX TIIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
Rowan—J. L. Vice (R).
Jefferson—Nat C. Cureton (II).
Holdover *contorts.
Ballard. Maeshall, McCracken and
CarIlsie—J. Wheeler Campbe:l (D).
Caldwell, Crittenden and Webster
—P. S. Maxwell (Di.
Christian and Hopkins — Frank
itivea (D).
BreckInridge, Hancock and Meade
—Richard %V. Owen (DI.
Bullitt, Grayson and Hardin—W.
W. Tabb (D).
Clinton, Cumberland, Adair. Rus-
sell and Wayne—L. C. Neil (R).
Boy le. Lincoln, Gerrard and Casey
—R. L. Hubble ( DI.
Jessamine, Scott and Woodford —
J. W. Newman (B).
Anderson, Franklin and Mercer—
Jack Chinn (D).
Kenton—E. E. Walker (R).
Bracken, Grant and Pendleton--
Dr. 0. P. Hogan (D).
Bourbon, Clark and Montgomery--
Charles B. Ecton (D).
Harrison, Nicholas and Robertson
—E. K. Renaker (D).
Boyd, Greenup, Elliot -and Law-
rence—Dr. M. G. Watson (D)•
Breathitt, Magoffin, Morgan. Ows-
ley and Wolfe—Benjamin Sewell ( R)
Jefferson County. First and See--
ond Wards—H. S. McNutt (13).
Jefferson, Eighth, Ninth, Tenth,
Eleventh and Twelfth Wards—Albert
H. Charlton (DI.
I'. H. S. hoses.
After a hard-fought game, in which
both teams scored a touchdown. the
High school team quit the field, be-
cause on a pure. the Mayfield team
contended one of their players caught
the bail fair and the High School
boys contended he did not, and this
was upheld by the referee, Felix St.
John. The Mayfield boys would not
take this decision and so the Padu-
cah High school boys left the field,
thereby forfeiting the game to ths
May field team. Most of the Mayfield
boys acted well, but some were rowdy
After the game some of the Mayfield
bass went to the hotel where the
High school boys were staying and
apologized to the Nays.
The M c Pherson
Drug Sjore
Service
SUPERIORITY
The McPherson Drug Store Ser-
vice stands high above all com-
petitors, and although widely
imitated and constantly copied,
our customers know the differ-
ence between McPherson's Ser-
vice and -ordinary Drug Store
Service,
Our Policy is original.
-- Our Methods are original.
Our Success is phenomonol.
tf You Want the best in any-
thing and everything that
may be obtained at a drug store,
If you want it at the most
reasonable price possible. If you
want it promptly, If you want
it with absolute satisfaction to
yourself, then -come a& once to
or telephone ISO, Both Phones.
 wsme.dt
Min EtC
.fk. Sll1J ILay
eimm• ••=wim. •••••••••
The Splendid New
Serial Story
Satan Sanderson
Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery, love andstrange adven-
taring kindles the interest up
the fusing point. asias.4
Written in a charming style,
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
in background, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,withstirringclimax,Sataa
Sanderson is by all odds the best
story of the year.
ley Hattie Er-minis Maas
Andrew of Hearts Geeneyeeriae
end 'rho Castaways
Mairainorody Ilium:tided by
A. 1. WENZILL.L.
Elm INICYM
ht.2 74 11 TA I
•ws onsksurson
•CTelirot •
For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
home, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its contributions center iu the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable, more interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is cheerful, happy-hearted, whole-soulea. Its dominant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. From cover to cover, it is pleasant,
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treatment thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the departmenit of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Chile-contributes a great series on home furniture making.
THE uomE MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
illustrations, the most important feature articles.
TUE HOME:MAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home
Che HONE
MAGAZINE
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLARIAIYEAR
(IA MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMENT;
AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE HOME ItAGA2D41
All THI/POLLOMING
COOCIRT
An ut wbisk requires most studious sad dili-
gent applicattn to be knows at it. test. !deny
accompanied by superior illuetrations,
enable cur e readers to gee dee/Nest variety and
Ch1101:1 to the Pecos table.
Marma Harland, the greatest lering author.
Ity, oladverts Ma depart...ow
NOUMMEOLDING
This departawat seastantly re/act' the bast
Ideas end experience of the whole country as
building eindfortable, artist* yet moderate-
priced boots.
ENTIMUOR DILOOLA1'1ON
Genuinely heisted, with timely suggestions of
'paw* practical value. Mural deceratioa, rusk
Waiters. au..1 tier correct arrangement of into-
ner% with • special Mew so COSIV•010111011 and
eientert.
HOUSEILEIPING
715 emeartmest of a home from cellar to
1111'•et. wits arcS•r.rnre>r2 cf the teoe*n I and
ctr latzt-saving dor.lcf.'s now being nsanutwc-
lured tcr the coeirw.l.en,• ef the DOMe, 5:•11rr,
whether tie horne be of two or twenty 1.701111S.
=NGETU'S OR LANDSCJJ'E
Inval,iabio for those lovers of nature who
would make thoir hoe.* grounds attractive and
beautif,. HelpfJI to the amateur eorist and
Marrersting to every one.
THI VEGETABLE GARDEN
Seasonable 'elides des leg with gaedoning on
• town air city lot. Vrtrat grow an1 iew to
grow it. Filled with good ideas. Illustrated.
TM' HORSE AND THE STAISUS
Illustrated articles by acknowledged author.
ides.
POULTRY AND THE KENNEL,
Practical and helpful departmental" Miller-
Purvis, editor of P,AlItry, is one el the contrib-
utors.
PRACTICAL PASH/ONSI
Choke designs, illustrations and complete
descriptions carefully selected to give rubscrib-
ere advance styles, precuts' and correct.
Our pattern department renders prompt and
satisfactory service at a minimum cost.
nneOlDLILY AND NIRDLSWOIUL
# Yretty yet simple devices that oven very busy
women can successfully accomplish. The vari-ety offered suggesits something that appeal, to
all Matti:stied ED different types or twCirwork.
mills AND HYGIENE
The waling of strong, well-formed, perfectly
developed bodies. the •alue of exercise, barg•
ing with special articles an the care et tbe
eyes, nose, teeth and ears.
MAINLY All(X/T-JPEOPLI
m
Entertainaateriee I. pa▪ ragraphs of Amer:,
Iran en erewslia. Illustrated was pep,
Witt wen
A/fD DM/DIM
?aim cd assay vocations are
thinking, and Aryan& no the questions of tie
day.
RIMER
Hobto.htern11 novels, the poet popular atmries Arnetua. appear as serials before Mohr
publication in book form.
TER CDOICEST SHORT ITORJR3
Humorous 'torus. lore stories and Moniesof business and adventure--clean, wholesome,
satisfying and deinibtful, and lots of them, win
appear in every number.
THE GINGER JAR •
A mitt:, tree 14ing, cheerful, smile-making.
exhilarating .C.loition of vagrant bits of wit
and humor, Coll. y. re,; and old.
trains
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, Ind.
This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any Cost 
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .* .▪ *
A Special Feature
Home Life
of the Presidential
Candidates
A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, familiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Taft,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
Short Stories 2
By the best writers in the coun-
try appear in every issue. Bright,
clever, entertaining, full of
wholesome sentiment, good
humor and adventure.
Illustrations
All the departments are fully
Illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in THE
HOWE MAGAZINE, either in
color or black and white, are
Howar4 Chandler Christy,liar-
rison Fisher, A. II. %Venzell,
C. F. Underwood, J. C. Clay,
George Brehm, Jay liambidge,.
etc., etc. , —
Cgts r_C
6J6 AS.. 11
3rIfellt
THIS MAGAZINE
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., com-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations are by famous artists. The October
cover was done by Harrison Fisher and is in his'
best taste.
The Sun 1155. Third St.
Bear in mind, pS use that Dr. Pierce's
Favorite PmseriiitIon is not a secret or
patent medicine, against which the most
intelligent people are quite naturally
averse, becsuse of the uncertainty as to
their composition and harmless character,
but is a NIMICINK Or KNOWN CONI1'O8L-
rioN, a full list of all its inaredients being
printod, in plain English, on every bottle-
wrappee. An examination of this list of
ingredients will disclose the fact that it is
non-alcohulie in its cornixesition, chemic-
ally pure, triple-retitled glycerine taking
the place of the csimmenly used alcobel,
In its makeoup. In this connection it
mSy not be out of place to state that the
•Favurite Preacriptiou" of Dr. Pierce is
the only medicine put up for the cure of
woman's peculiar weuknesaes and ail-
ments, and sold through druggists, all
the ingredients of which have the un-
animous endorsement of all the leading
medical writ..rs and teachers of all the
seyenn eeiriols of 'practice, and that too
as remedies for the ailments for wide h
Favorite Prescription" is recommended.
A little book of these endorsements will
be sent to any address, post-mial. and
ahmlutely free if you merest same by
postal card, or letter, of Dr. V. Pierce,
Hqffalo. N. Y.
Dr. Pierce's Plea:tent Pelle:s cure con-
stipation. Constipation is the cause of
many dises-evi. lure the cause and you
sue the disease. Easy to take as candy.
EVANS ON TOP
TWO OF IIIIOWNLOWS MEN (TT
OUT IN TENNESSEE.
"Bobs Shwa of Chattanooga, Gets
Collectorship With Nashville
Office.
ter low: siokneas And an rixnz ay he
  aSisasepeei tine table and the
tastrona: knife, waolaosst, ss__Sisssyse
ldom have to be ern iloyeditth ruost
•
, Of Interest To Women.
Site women as are not seriously 0111
al health but eau have exacting duties
to perfor
h isi_eareti
Ui s
esiser in Ih 'a, of house-
or ii!axial dUllea and Nilo as
seriously tax their strength,
Personnel of the Legislature
as se ursIng mothers, Dr. Pierce's St ta *eeee**eloo(Deeee 4904).•••••kavor:te •rIption has proved a most
valuable su rting tonic and invigorat-
ing nervine. BLins imply use, much The latest figures on the returns Owen—J. H. Jackson (D).
in the legislative and senatorial Pendleton—C. F. Crecelius (D).
traces make little change. Pike—J. B. Mayrard (R)•
The House. Pulatki—W. H. Isaacs (R.)
 49 Scott—Robert H. Anderson (D).vis ua w ) a e s Republicans 
tie n /ea time.  The-Favorite Preserlp- Democrats -a 
51 Shelby—E. B. Beard (D).
Simpson—W. J. Gooch (D).Lon" ..tb pros en a great boon to ex pectant
mothers by preparing the system for the 100 Todd—W. l, Kimbrough (H).
coming of baby, thereby rendh mug child-
The Netatte. Trigg—T. E. Wash (D).birth safe, easy, and almost painless.
Republicans   16 Union—George S. Wilson (Di
Democrats   22 Warren', City istrict -- Duncan
(D).
38 Warren, County District—W. R.
Whitlow (D).
Washington—W. C. McChord (D).
leVebster—J. F. Porter (D).
Woodford—H. A. Schoberth (D)
New Senators.
Fulton, Graves and Hickman—E.
M. Taylor (D).
Calloway, Lyon, Livingston and
Trigg—Conn Linn (D).
Henderson and Union—J. J. Wat-
kins (D).
Butler, Muhleaberg and Ohlo—J.
W. Wright (D).
Daviess and McLean—Ben F. Lan-
drum (R).
Logan, Sanpson and Todd—G. T
Wyatt (D).
Allen, Edmouson and Warren- -
Oliver (R).
Green, Hart and Larue—G. A. Tay-
lor (RI.
Nelson. Shelby and Spencer—Sam
Peter (DI.
Marion, Taylor and Washington--
G. T. Jarvis (R).
Bell. Whitley, Jackson, Knott,
Laurel. Pulaski and Rackcastle —Jo•
stash F. Bosworth (R).
Barren, Metcalfe and Monroe--i.
T. Smith (t).
Carroll. Henry, Oldham and Trim-
ble—Joseph A. Donaldson (D).
Boone, Gallatin and Owen—R. 1.
Brown (D).
Campbell—George Wi:heimi (R)
Fayette—Thomas A. Coinbs (D).
(Contested).
Estill, Lee, Madison and Powell—
A. R. Burnam (Rt.
els ant :Mason—II. C. Grigsby
( R I .
Clay, Floyd, Harlan, Johnson,
Clinton and Wayne—J. A. Sloan Knott, Letcher, Leslie. Martin, Perry,
(R). and Pike—Hilliard Smith (111.
Crittenden and Livingston—Alberti Bath, Carter, Fleming. Menifee and
Itepreseutitt it e.
Adair and Cumberland—G. Luther
Perryman (RI.
Allen—T. B. Dixon (R).
Anderson—William Dowling (D).
(D).
Ballard and Carlisle—Jesse Nich-
ols (D).
Barren —W. F. Edmunds (D).
Bath and Rowan—Pierce Blair
t R).
• Bell, Harlan, Perry and Leslie—D.
B. Cornett (RI.
Boone—John W. Bershire Dl.
Bourbon -J. Hal Woodford (D/.
Boyd and Lawrence — Garfield
Moore (R)•
t's—E. W. Lillard (D).
aen—G. T. Reynolds ( DI.
Breathitt. Lee and Magoffin—Sam
Patrick (R).
Breckinridge—John P. Haswell,
Jr., (R).
Bullitt and Spencer—William M.
Thompson ID).
Butler and Edmonson —Harvey L.
Myers (R).
Caldwell—W. H. Jones (R).
Calloway—J. B. Swann (DI.
Campbell. Eighty-third District—
Harry Weltkamp
Carroll and Gallatin—A. A. All-
thin (D).
Carter and Elliott—R. T. Hutche-
son (R).
Casey and Russell—R. S. Rector
(R).
Christian—John Fe:and. .1r , (It ).
Clark-1L D. hunter t )
cloon and Owsley --WIT-
Ham A. Cope I RIWashington, Nov. 11.—As a re-
sult of the wave of prohibition which
Is sweeping through the Southern
states it was announced today at the
treasury department that the two in-
ternal revenue collecting districts of
Tennessee, the Second and Fifth.
have ben consolidated, by executive
li`der. The headquarters of the new
district will be at Nashville. Robert
S. Sharp, of Chattanooga: has been
appointed collector, and he has noti-
fied Commissioner of Revenue Capers
that he has offered the position of
Chief Deputy Collector to Colector Patrick ( R 1.
Butler, of the Second dietrict. Mr. Fleming—John T. Shanklin (R).
Caldwell. collector of the Fifth ais-i Floyd, Knott and Letcher—Wiley
trist. has been commissioned a rev e- Hof:Mins (D).
Due agent.
In the ninety-six counties in Ten-
nessee there are only forty-nine grain
distilleries, thirty-six tobacco fac-
tories, four breweries and 101 liquor
dealers, pay hie special taxes, except-
ing those at Memphis, Nashville.
Chattanooga and LaFollette, the only
cities where :ntoxicants can be pur-
chased in the state.
Cone ernieg Gray Days.
It's getting time to write about a
gray day,
So here we go.
- A gray day is in contrast to a May
day,
As you know.
But if you really wieh to soe a OW
day
With nary sun,
Pick out the day you'd figured es a
At pay day.
Whioh wasn't one.
—0ourier-Jourrati.
God sends enough to all.—Lettin
Weak
Heart Action
There are certain nerves
that control the action
of the heart. When they
become weak, the heart
action is impaired. Short
breath, pain around heart,
choking sensation, palpi-
tation, fluttering, feeble
or rapid pulse, and other
distressing symptoms fol-
low. Dr. Miles Heart Cure
is a medicine especially
adapted to the needs of
these nerves and the mus-
cular structure of the
heart itself. It is a
vtrengthening tonic that
brings speedy relief.
Try it.
"For years I ruftrrrd with what
the-,et was t-trirnaoh trouble, when
the' ‘'oetore t,.;.I rnr. I had heart
el-outdo. I had triod many remedies,
atei-n the In. Mil a almanac came
into my and I coniludnd to
try fer. MIls Ile-art rime, I have
taken thrm- bottles, and now I um
not irtfl.-ring at all. I am etita-rt anti
this niecttolne .114 It. I writ, this iri
the haps* that It will attract the at
of oinso, e of, sum r I ,lid."
SI oAnn,,N,.
804 Main $t., Covii,gtun, Ky.
Your druggist seals Or. miles' Heart
Curs, and we authorize him to return
rotes ee.. first bottle (only) If It faris
to benefit you.
bilks Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind
Butler (RI.
Daviess, City District—H. C. Cole
( R I.
Daviess, County District—W. Birk-
shire (D).
Estill and Powell—Dr. A. G. Knox
(R).
Fayette. City District—W. F. Klair
( D) . (Contested).
Fayette. County District—C. C.
Franklin—James T. Buford (DI.
Fu:ton and Hickman— W'. J. Jack-
son (D).
Garrard— W. C. Wynn (R).
Grant—John T. Steers (D).
Graves—Houston Brooks (D).
Grayson—S. L. Given (RI.
Green and Taylor—George W.
Parrot (RI.
Greenup—C. %V. G. Hannah (R.)
Hancock—R. E. Stewart (12,),
Hardin—J. C. Pirtle (D).
Harrison—J. %V. S:ump (D).
Hart—%V. H. Strange (R).
Henderson—Frank M. Hutcheson,
Jr. (DI.
Henry—G. B. Waggoner (D).
Hopkins—Thomas E. Finley (R).
Jefferson, Forty-fourth District—
R. L. Gwathmey (RI.
Jefferson, Forty-fifth District—W.
S. Markoff (R).
Jefferson. Forty-sixth District—
Chris. Mueller (D).
Jefferson, Forty-seventh District—
John T. Davis (R).
Jefferson, Forty-eighth District—
Cleves G. Kinkead (RI.
Jefferson. :Forty-ninth District—
R. L. Harris (R).
Jefferson, Fiftieth District—Eman-
net Meyer (R).
Jefferson. Fifty-first District—J. P.
Wailare
Johnson and Martin—Isaac G.
Rice (R).
Jessamine — Hugh Mahen (D).
(Contested I.
Kenton, Hightieth District—R. C.
S'.mmons (D).
Kenton, Eighty-first District—C. C.
Chase (RI.
Kenton, Eighty-second District—
Louis W. Arnett (DI.
Knox and Whitley—Sawyer Smith
(R).
tArue—Robert Eniow (D).
Laurel and Rockcastle—W. A. B.
Davis (it).
Lewis—Jasper D. Lowder (R).
Lincoln—W. H. Shanks (D).
hogan—W. V. Perry (DI.
cn and Marshall—John L. Smith
(D).
Madison—Jerry Sullivan (D).
Mason—Virgil McKnight (0).
Marion—T. C. Jackson ( R I.
McCracken—Eugene Graves (D).
McLean—A. T. Lee ( R ).
Meade—Gus W. Richardson (0).
Mercer—W. N. Brown, Jr., (R).
Metcalfe and Monroe—Henry Den-
ham (ft).
Montgomery and Menifee—J. Will
Clay (D).
Monroe—H. H. Denham (R).
Morgan and Wolfe—A. C. Oliver
(I)).
Mithlenberg—D. P. Taggart (R).
Nelson—Frank .1. Brown. (D).
Nicholas and Robertsson. —C. S.
Tenapleman
Dhio-2. A. Duff (E).
Oldham and Trimble, -- Eugene
Tandy (D).
1
'
RISIN
BREAS
And many other painful, and serious
ailments from which most mothers
suffer, can be avoided by the use of
"Mothers Fried." This great remedy
is a God-send to women, carrying
them through their most critical
ordeal with safety and no pain.
No woman who uses ''Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
also healthy, strong and moTHER,s
good natured. Our book
"Motherhood," is worth
Its weight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain 
FRIENDenvelope by addressing application toBradfield Regulator Co. Atlanta, Oa. 
Familiarity.
Keneeaw Mountain Landis, the
United states DIstriet Judge, who
fined John D Rockefeller at Chicago
a few weeka ago, has &limited. some
novel. seneationts to the staid federal
judiciary in the two years be has
been on the beret.
One day after his appointment had
been ansieuneed by the president,
but [store he asumed office, Mr.
Landis wise tntereepted la the game
dor or the courts by Circuit Judge
Christian C. Kohbeit.
"I am happy to learn.," mid that
Venerable jurist, "that you are no be-
come one of my colleagnee on the
bench Mr. Landis. . But, young
Mau, from what I hear, you have
teueb to learn in the way of uphold-
ing the dignity of the office. I am
told that you are in the habit of If love would only remain blind
rt f•e-rit.g to me as 'Chris' Kohl-after triarrLee• 1,11. vale's the ,e.e?
saat.."
Whereas Landis began to erupt
uproarious laughter, so uproarious
in fact, that before he had recovered
hie teniposure he had fittsseted a
larger audience, including Federal
Judges Peter S. Gross:cup and James
Jenkins:. •
"'Chris,' bet I can guess Who
told you that," ehuckled Landis. "It
woe. eithor 'Pete' Crotw,cop or 'Jim'
J e Vitus. "
BE *CHARITABLE
To you: horses an well as to yourself.
You need not suffer Iron, pains of any
sort—your horses need not suffer. Try
a bottle of Ballard's Snow Liniment.
It cures all pains. J. M. Roberts, Bak-
ersfield, Mo., writes: "I have used your
Liniment for ten years and find it to be
the best I have ever used for man or
beast." Sold by J. It. Oehlscillueger.
Lang Bros. and C. 0. Ripley.
H A R1RY
The Best Carriage
Seriice in Paducah
You get handsome, well
appointed cnrriags
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-
tention at all times.
ANDERSON, PHONE 015
NEW LEGISLATURE
MAY BE ABLE TO MEET IN THE
NNW CAPITOL.
Lack of Furnishings Will Be the
Only Drawback to the Big
Building.
Frankfort,
stale capitol
state printing
sinking fund
Ky., Nov. 11.—The
commission and tie
board, composed of the
commission members,
held meetings. The purpose of them
was to audit a number of accounts.
which had accumulated during the'
last sixty days, when it was not possi-
ble to secure a majority of either
body for such purposes. The con-
tractors for the capitol reported that
twelve feet of the stone work on the
dome of the new building has been
constructed within five days, and
that the work is progressing splen-
didly. The stone contractors on the
work expect to complete their work
by the close of November, and when
the general assembly of 1906 assem-
bles it may be 'able to hold its initial
session in the completed building,
which at that time will only lack the
furnishings and the lanscape work of
the exterior to make it a finished
capitol.
A Hard Debt to Pay.
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
can never be paid off," writes G. S.
Cfark, of Westfield, Iowa, "for my
rescue from death, by Dr. King's
New Discovery. Both lungs were so
seriously affected that death seemed
imminent, when I commenced tek-
I
ing New Discovery. The ominous
dry, harking cough quit before the
first bottle was used, and two more
bottles made a complete cure."
Nothing has ever equaled New Dis-
covery for coughs. colds and all
throat and long complaints. Guar-
anteed by all druggists. 5'ec and $1.
Trial bottle free.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL, ESTATE PRICE LIST
Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
••
 Aare 
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
AMERICAN-GERMAN NATIONAL BANK
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-
cate. Purity of the
Early  Times
And
Jack Beam 
Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, .and you can
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
COUNTERFEIT DOLLARS
Are Again in Circulation and Mer-
Arr Wn.rfteell ily ettiirr.
Chief of Police James Collins has
notified merchants to watch out for
counterfeit dollars. Operators begati
working them off Saturday, and Mr.
Zach Bryant wag the first victim to
report to police headquarters. The
do!lars are dates 1S99. and are good
imitations of the gepuine article.
Appendicitis.
Is due in a large measure to abuse of
the bowels, by employing drastic
purgatives. To avoid all danger, use
only Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
safe, gentle cleansers and invigora-
tor. Guaranteed for headache, bil-
iousness, malaria and jaundice, at
all druggiste,
It Ell KOPF PROPERTY
IS DEEDED TO BANK.
Free
• Catarrh
Cure
Had Breath, K'HankIng, Ringing
in the Ears, Deafness, Hacking literature.
cough and Spitting Quickly Cnred.I Free and constant use should be
made by teacher and pupils of
!graphic expression with blackboard.
brush and pencil.
Nature study offers' throughout the
ar abundant subjects for English
illikasition, drawing and color. The
HAnges of the season and the weath-
the arrival and departure of birds,
gathering and planting of seed,
Lite school gardening, the trees.
grasses, weeds, flowers awl the color
rhythms of plant famiLes offer an
Inexhaustible source of inspiration.
In the interpretation of story and
poem, the teacher who draws •in-
creases the interest very largely. Pu-
pils should be given free opportunity
to express by drawing their under-
standing of the word pictures of an-
thers. In "Hiawatha," the "Shores
of Gitche Gumee, the Big Sea Wa-
ter," the "Wigwam of Nokomis," the
"Firs with Cones Upon Them." and
the "Heaven of Flowers" should be
drewn and painted. In the study of
the tsSeven Little Sisters," the homes
of the sisters should be constructed
and drawn, and the distinctive land
ecape characteriStics represented in
the drawing and painting. Much of
the life of Robinson Crusoe may be
re-created by pupils through making
and drawing. "Snow Bound" gives
many pictures which will be made
vivid to puling through an attempt to
portray them.
Throughout the year the Art
(burst provides for each grade sev-
eral exercises In construction. After
pupils have made articles, It is a very
valuable exercise for them to endeav-
or to state clearly in language and
drawing, the process of construction.
"How to Make a Kite," "Blue Prints
and How to Make Them," "Composi-
tion and Color In Picture Mounting,'
"How to Make and Decorate a Candle
Shade," are good subjects for com-
p.:4444101k,,
In good art study as in good Eng-
lish study, successful teaching re-
quires a balance between fredom of
expression and study of technique.
There can be no fine growth In art
study without abundant upportunity
for free individual creative expres-
sion. If the expreasloir is as free as
growth demands, It will often of net
cessity be crude. In jutigeet individ-
ual expression the teacher should
look for large things. If she can see
genuine growth from day to day,
crudity of expression should not
trouble her. It is well to guard
against allowing admiration of fine
production to obscure judgment, It
is possible to secure on paper fine
results when pupils have little real
power. The final test of a pupil's
power is what he can do unaided.
While on one hand there should be
wide opportunity for free espreasion,
on the other there should be thor-
ough and earnest study of principles
and practice In technique that free
individual expression may be of a fine
anti high order.
(To be Continued.)
ooesexa -kotisaleie#Nokosoeisomato
ENGLISH WORK IN THE
I SCHOOLS.No, 4 J. A. l'arnagey,
etd?02/ 147...**CietiltKieler.FA
BOTAN•C BLOOD BALM
The Remedy whieh Caren Ca-
tarrh by Killing the Catarrhal
Poison and Purifying the Blood.
LARUE SAMPLE FREE.
I Stin most not neuter* diaeltargen ofNA U SEATI NO 1 Ey.ow marrEit Iron,
the mar. None and Throat.,
CATARRH 15 NOT ONLY DANGER-
OUS In this way. but it causes ulcera-
tions. death and decay of bones, kills
ambition, often causes loss of appetite,
and reaches to general debility, Idiocy
and insanity. It needs attention at
once. Cure it by taking ltotank. Moog
Hahn B. IBA it is a iitin•k, radical,
permanent cure because it rids the sys-
tem of the poison germ') that cause
catarrh. At the same time Blood Bahr
ii. B. IS.) purities the blood, does away'
with every symptom of catarrh. B. II.
B. sends a tingling flood of warm, rich,
pure blood direct to the paralyzed
nerves and parts affected by catarrhal
poison, giving warmth arid strength
just where It Is Seeded, and in this way
making a perfect, lasting cure of ca-
tarrh in all Its forms.
When we nay that B. It. B. cures we
mean a real cure and this We guarantee
It. B. B. has cured theu,iands of catarrh
cases—even the most deep-seated kind
—after every other treatment had failed
It. It, B. does this because it reaches the
eause of all the trouble; namely Poi-
soned arid Diseased Wood. Just try B.
It. It, for Catarrh and you will get well
surely and quickly.
Botaale Blood Bahr (s. B. B.) is
pleasant and safe to take; composed of
pure Botanic ingredients. SAMPLE
SENT FREE by writing Blood Balm Co.,
Atlanta, Ga, SOLD BY DBCOGISTri, or
sent by express. At $1 PER LARGE
BOTTLE. with complete directions for
home cure.
sold' in Paducah. Ky., by R. W.
Walker & Co., W. J. Gilbert, Lang
Bros.. Airey & List.
Three deeds filed in county court
make the American German National
bank sole owner of the E. Rehkopf
estate. Rehkopf went Into bankruptcy
and his property was ordered soil
Agents acting for the bank bought in
the property for $39,450 and deeded
it Saturday.
E
buy horses,
sell horses,
board horses
do a general
1 i very business-
The Tully Livery Company
laeoroora fed.
- Fourth St. and Kentucky Art.
Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $6.26, For-
rest Cavalry,
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $935, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 27th—Accesint
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trip 56.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
518,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot,
J. T. DONOVAN.
Agt City Ticket Cffice
R. M. PRATHER,
Agent Union Depot
Child and Bishop.
Dr. Ingram, Ltiehop of London, is
a learned eoeleeiastic. but he declared
that at times young chileren, of
whom he le ext•ravagairtly fond, upset
him badly with their questions. Onee
he was addreseleg a gathering of
poor children, and at the close of
his remarks Invited anty boy or girl
to ask hint- queetione. The Bishop'
answered several but was finally
floored by a little girl, who asked:
"Please, sir, why did the angels
walks up and down Jacob's ladder
when they had wens?"
Dr. Ingram eanaped by blandly in-
quiring:
"What little Shy or girl would like
to answer that question?"—Doston
Herald.
Al.WIUS WAS SICK
When a man says he always was
sick—troubled with a .nough that last-
ed all winter—what would you think If
he should say—he never was sick since
using Ballard's Horehound syrup? Such
a man exists. Mr. J. C. Clark, Denver,
col.: writes: -For yekri was troubled
with a severe rough that would last all
winter. This cough left me In a miser-
able condition. I tried Ballard's Hore-
hound Syrup and have not had a siek
day since. Tha's what it did for nit'."
Sold by J. H, Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
Don't Mention It: "Pop!" "Yea,
my son." "What is a nom de plume?"
"Why, it is a man's pen name, my
boy." "Well, pop, that's not the
name you call your fountain pen
when it won't work!"—Yonkers
Statesman.
THERE IS NO REASON
Why your baby should be thin, and fret-
ful during the night. Worms are the
cause of thin, sickly babies. It is nat-
ural that a healthy baby should be fat
and sleep well. If your baby does not
retain Its food, don't experiment with
colic cures and other medicine, but try
a bottle of White's Cream Vermifurre,
and you will soon see your baby have
odor and 1 tugh as it should. Sold by
J. H. tiehischlaeger, 1..ang Bros. and C.
0. Ripley.
Harold—I suppose, Uncle George,
you object to these things because I
inhale the smoke. Uncle George—
Not at all, my boy. I object to them
bscause you exhale the smoke.—Mil-
waukee Sentinel.
$2.70
Worth of San itol
Toilet Prepara-
tions for
$1.00
We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.
The Relation ef English and
It is desirable that there be in all
grades a very close relation between
work in English and expression in
drawing and color, which may be
used to increase enjoyment of fine
He Fought at Gettysburg.
David Parker, of Fayette, N. Y.,
who lost a foot at Gettysburg, writes:
"Electric Bitters have done me more
good than any medicine I ever took.
For several years I had stomach
trouble, and paid out much money
for medicine to little purpose, until
I began taking Electric Bitters. I
would not take $5-00 for what they
have done for me," Grand tonic for
the aged and for female weaknesses
Great alterative and body builder:
best of all for lame back and weak
kidneys. Guaranteed by all drugi
gists, 50e.
AV %REHOUSES
Are Designated By Growers for Stor-
age of Tobacco Crop.
The Western District and Graham
warehouses have been designated the
official warehouses for storage of
McCracken county dark tobacco. The
county association met Saturda,
afternoon and named the two wace-
houses. Houses to receive and prize
the crop were named as follows:
Sanderson & Buchanan, Graham &
Veal, Charles R. Hall, Clusternan &
Ware, Maxon Mills and Robert Gra-
ham at Grahamville,
THERE'S NO USE
Talking, you can't beat Herbine for
the liver. The greatest regulator ever
offered to suffering humanity. If you
isuffer from liver complaint. If you are
1„bilions and fretful. its your liver, and
fiferbine will put it in Its proper con-
rdition. A positive core for c•testipa-
itton, Billirmsness. Dyspepsia and all ills
,due to it torpid liver. Try a bottle and
you will never use anything else. Sold
by J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros. and
C. 0. Ripley.
Private Bank ("loses.
Houston, Tex., Nov. 11.—Vineyard,
Walker & Company, private bankers
doing business at Eagle Lake, closed
their doors this afternoon and filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy
in the federal court In Houston.
There is no estimate of the deposits
or other liabilities, but a schedule Is
to be filed.
Some peopl kick became, they are
SAL WINSTEAD unable to discover where the shoe
e 
pinches.
Flrugiglist
Saventh and Broadway.
S Or Ntrwtasy R tx e k
CONTRACT given, backed by 9300 000 00 capital and 18 years' STTUCESS
he the lime run the fraud and thief
get the hot end ot Chi poker. _
POSITION SECURED
DRAUGHON'S PRACTICALBusiness Colleges
il000rporatol.)
PADUCAH, 312 Broadway, and Evansville and St. LOW&
Bookkeeping, Banking, Slierthand, Pentilanitilp, Telegraphy. etc Indorsed
by business men. Also Leath by wail, Write. phone, or call for Catalogue.
30 Colleges 1 17 Strxtasei.
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers an Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Hy.
THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO
TRANSFER MONEY
18 BY
LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MAN 1ER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
 enewaillitharsismeoromannowde
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co., 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed,
• Complete machine shop.
123.124 N.IPourth Phorioss 757
At the Station.
A man estepted up to the counter
In the ticket °Hire cif- the Colorado
Midland railway the other afterno...,
and said: •
77.7.:1M711711.11=_111[11:12X144.
wood"
"et 7:14) o'clock tonight," replied
the ticket seller.
"Thanks," mid the man.
At this point a wanian, who had
be:e standing hack waiting her turn
to ask questions, stepped up. 'Van
a woman go at that time, too!" ehe
asked, eeribuely.—Deuver Poet.
A girl may he as pretty as a pict-
ure--but some pictures are fierce.
"AMERICANS IN EXILE"
La a phrase unknown to us. And yet
eonsuniption is driving thousands in-
to exile in fir-off Califernia or mow.
other dktant land. Before you sub-
mit to twin.; exiled, give F:mulso_
Hypo a thorough trial. It has cured
many at home Jimmie their loved
ones. Physicians enderae it. Six hoe
Ht's $5.00 from your druggist.
RUBBER STAMPS
A r e bus i ness systemizers,
time savers and office necessi-
ties to the real business Man.
Prices Right.,
The Diamond Stamp Works
115 S. Third St. Phones 358.
Watch the
Label
Paducah iv;
This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, 11.14.
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
Newest and best hotel In the city.
gates $2.00. Two large sample
fooma, Bath rooms, Electric Lights
the only eeistrally..located Hotel in
Le coy.
COMMERCIAL PAITIONAGN
LIMIT%
L. McMurtrie
Old ii  842.
Manufacturer-of
Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
403 leersai St
t Office Housy8 to 10 o.m ,. 4 p n,
Both Phones 270
Dr. H. T. Hessig
Office 205 S. Fourth St.
HENRY MAAMEN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY,
hank Binding, Rank Wort. Lege'
and Library Work a specialty.
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
FOR THE TENNESSEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for Tennessee Hirer
Every- Wednesday at 4 p. at.
A. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON ...
This company is not responsible
for invoice charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat. .
Special excursion rakes from Pada-
eah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.
EVANSVILLE, PADU ( A R AND
CAIRO LINE.
(Incorporated.)
EVANSVILLE-PADU(AH PACKETS
(Daily Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins leave Padueah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ex-
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
ad room. Good music and table un-
surpassed.
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass. Agent, or
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's Office,
First and Broadway.
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
- wiTH.Dr,. King's
New Discovery
PRICE
CErril na• 
AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES. 
GUARANTEED BATISFACTOR
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
•
4.•
PAO' NIGHT, THE PADITC.AII EVENING St .N \IO\I1, NOVEMBHR 11.
•••••••••••
MEET ME AT AUDITORIUM RINK TONIGHT
Overture by Mechanical Millitary Band 7:15. Skating from 7:30 to 10:30
Admission 10c. Use of Skating Surface 25.
SKATES WILL BE FURNISHED WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE
sessions and Prices
Fur Lady Beeinners On1y—$:30 to 11:30 a in.
Admission 10c, including use of skates.
For Gentlemen Beginners-1 to 2 p. in. Admis-
mission 10c, including use of skates.
Children under
14 will not be per-
mitted on skating
floor at night
sessions.
The management
reserves the right to
refuse admi4sion
and use of skating
surface to auyone.
Afternoon session 2:30 to 5:30. Admission 10C,
use of skating surface and skates 15c.
Intermission of 15 minutes at 4:30.
School children's session 4 to 5:30 p. in. on school
days (not Saturdays ) Admission, including use
of Skating surface and skates, 10c.
Warning ...
All persons are warned not
to pay any money for Imo uc-
tion without first obtaining an
instruction ticket. No per-
son is authorized to give in-
struction for pay without such
ticket. This if fir the benefit
and protection of the patrons._ _
NO improper
characters or
intoxicated
persons
admitted.
Evening Session
Regular evening session 7:30 to le:30. Overture
7:le, skating 7:30 Intermission of 13 minutes at
9 (After second week the grand march occurs at
this hour ) Admission 10c, Use of skating surfece
and skates 25c.
Commutation Tickets
20 admiesam and :0 skates tickets e5 These
tdcketa are tranaferable, but rut st not be de  d
before presentiog ai door. -Nut More than two
e.e people admitted at on time on these tickets.
1 Tenth and Broadway. E. W. CR UMBAUGH, Manager. Old Phone 2300. 1
Skates used on
sidewalks must be
submitted to
skateman twelve
hours before
using in rink.
Instruction Tickets
Three tickets, good for three lessons, $1 50, not
transferable. Obtainable only at ticket ()Ice.
To Owners of Skates
Persons owning skates can leave them in care
of the skateman without any charge. A check
will be given for them, and any repairs needed
will be made at actual cost. If the nwinr desires
to not leave skates In rink, please ask for a Re-
leati rhea" friiiii-To—orleeper, and.glVieheck to
doorkeeper on leaving.
AUDITORIUM COMPANY
SKATING RINK
WILL BE OPENED TONIGHT Poi:
Elltsr SEASON IN PADecAll.
Worty Piece Automatic Band 'Ready
to Play Overture—teeny if
the Arrangements.
Manager E. W. Crumbaugh has
personally seen to every detail of ar-
rangements for the opening of Au-
ditorium skating rink, and the grand
opening tonight will be an event of
much interest. He has secured a
fine woman skater to teaeh girls
lathe will be on duty from 9 to 11:30
o'clock -each morning. aed a teacher
will be on duty to teach boys from 5
to 7 o'clock p. in Patrons will be
taught free of charge.
This morning the finishing touches
to the neseeenical meet:ire band. All
pieces, were put and the big band is
ready to crash out the (*ening over-
ture tonight.
Skates are today being inspected
and doors will open for regular
skating at 7 o'clock. At ; :15 ociock
the overture will be- pla edand -itt
7:3,41 the skating will begin.
"The reverse methods mployed
in skating are tee e: fee , ter ee
benefit or Intro;
Crutubaugh. -It may handicap some
first, but they will 'like it better
! after they become aeeustomed to it..
MENS AUXILIARY
MKT TONIGHT .%T FIRST
PltESBYTEIDA, N.
List of Committees (if
le.ineel by President
to Attend,
At)-
The Men's auxiliary of the First
Presbyterian church grows in interest
and enthusiasm. There was a large.
attendance at the Inecsang imme-
diately succeeding the morning ser-
vice when the formal organizatioe
was completed. Committees were ap-
pointed to perform various duties In
tonneetion with ferny-eh-work. 1'hese
committees include the entire male
portion of the congregation and they
are all requested to meet in the
church parlors this evening to re-
ceive instructions.
Executice Committee—F. P. Toot,
chairthàtF -Earl Pattiler. C. T: e,
George B. Hurt, Rev. W. E. Cave, H.
H. Hank, H. S. Wells.
Fenarice Committee—H. S. Weas
man; J. K. Ferglition, (Th
Prices 25c to $1.50
Seats on sale Thursday.
1
Henry Baker, E. I. Mallory, Gip
Husbanes.
; Church Membership Committee—
D. A. Yeiser, chairman: Paul Dysart,
F-1. H. Loving, G. A. Swanson, 0. C.
Hank, Frank Jones, A. L. Joynes.
Sunday School Committee—R. S.
'Robertson, chairman; Capt. Hard-
ison Watts, L. V. Armentrout, W. A
Flowers, S. B. Caldwell, M. G. Cope
Door and Hotel Committee—V. J.
Voris. chairman; W. B. Mills, G. Du
Rote, James Campbell. Sr., A. T.
Sutherland, Capt. C. M. Cole. D. H.
Hughes. T. B. Harrison.
Visiting Sick Commetee--I. D.
Wilcox, chairman; Dr. H. G. Rey-
bolds, D. M. Flournoy, J. A. Bauer,
Frank C. Hoover.
Mission School Com mit tee---J
Konetzka. chairman; Eugene Wilson.
Slavle Mall, Edson Hart, E. S. Bag-
by, Dr. C. R. Lightfoot.
Church Attendance—W. M. Rieke
chairman; R. J. Barber. .1. P. Smith
0. T. Andersuu, Archie Enders, Sam
Skinner.
SERIOUS ACCIDENT TQ _ _
SAWYER IN I: C. SHOPS.•
Mr. William Little, a sawyer in the
Illinois Centdal planing mill. toed-
qua's' injured his left hand Saturday
afternoon while working at a band
saw. He was cutting the corner off
a tough block when the saw cut
through. Little was pushing hard
toand the teeth went In his left wrist.
Tes r. eleel and the wrist
EUROPE MUST PAY
IN YELLOW GOLD
For Every Bale of Cotton and
Car of Wheat Exported
Another Week Dawns With Condi-
tions eluch Clearer and Situa-
tion Even Easier.
ONLY A DOZEN SUSPENSIONS.
New York, Nov. 11.--The most
eventful week in the financial his-
tory of the present generation closed
Saturday with conditions much
clearer than the week before, but
with some clouds still hanging over
the horizon. The bank statement Yes-
terday changed the situation. While
it showed a nominal decrease in the
required reserves of $13,085,8100.
more than two-thirds of this decrease
was due to reserve requirements
caused by an increase in deposits be
cause of the taking over of loans
from trust companies by banks.
Moreover, the actual cash toe* of
$4.313.0.0,0 was uue to the system of
averaging accounts for the entire
week, including several days before
the arrival of new gold. Unless the
demands from the country are very
heavy, the arrival of additional gold
will more than offset the loss of
cash last week and males a creditable
'showing for the reserves next Satur-
day.
Europe Protects Herself.
The restoration of comparative se-
curity in New York was obtained
only by the demands of the money
markets of Europe which created a
tension not experienced since the
Boer war. The Bank of England
, raised its discount rate to 7 per cent,
a rate which has not been fixed since
1873. The Bank of France raised its
rate to 4 per cent, the Belk of Bel-
gium to G per cent. the Bank of Ger
many fixed the usual rate of 7% per
cent.
It is not surprising that these pre-
cautions should be taken to protect
European bank reserves, in view of
:he fact that nearly $50,00,4,000 In
gold has been engaged by American
banking institutions within two
weeks. The demand for gold from
Europe came at a favorable time in
some respeets for the outward move-
ment of American produce; of which
the leading ones are cotton and
wheat The feet that European bank
srs declined during the summer to
accept American finance bills, because
they already scented a storm, made
the demand upon them more sudden
than would ha've been the case if
American bankers had found it nec-
sears. to buy cotton and grain bills to
cover previous borrowings. Under
the actual conditions Eneland must
nay substantially In gold for the bat
ance of exported products whieh ar
Ube Home
Magazine
NoVember
Issue
Just Out
This splendid magazine which
THE SUN is giving sway
ABSOLUTELY FREE
IS now conceded to b• one of
the best published. The No-
vember issue is just in, and If
you want it phone 3e8 at once
THE SUN
Paducah'e Best Paper
DuBAR.RY SUITS
Proclaim the Style for Mid-Winter and Spring
Suits good enough
Tor America's be
dressers. .• .• .•
&Ertjd•
A DU OP'
N'•a
Styles dije rentflom
any shown by other
stores . • .•
NOTABLE indeed are the new mid-winter suits which we are con-stantly receiving now, for they embody the newest and most
swagger cut and the latest colorings. There are long coats and short
coats in old rose and Copenhagen blue, the two shades which are to be
most popular for mid-winter and spring wear.
Buying one of these suits shows good, hard common sense, too;
for the weight, cut and coloring' all make them just right for spring
as well as the present.
One of the greatest changes in these suits is the short waisted
backs with the DuBarry sleeve. This sleeve is indicative of style as
well as beauty and affords the wearer a garment that's graceful and
very late in design.
Today Our Stock of Suits Reaches a Climax
There are many ladies in the city of Paducah whom we have
promised to call up by phone upon the arrival of these clothes, but,
fearing we have lost the list on which their names were written, we use
this means of notifying you that we have the suit you desire. This
line will be ready for inspection tomorrow morning and whether you
have bought your suit or not we gladly welcome you to this feast of
good things. Prices on these suits range from $35 to $85. Styles on
these suits range from the most modest good kind to the style that
reigns supreme wi;h the greatest eastern dressers.
Remember, tomorrow is the first showing and make it a point to
b.!. with us as early as possible so you will not be too late and miss some
of the good styles.
,,,c-r-pistervirmsrastir 
being created in favor of this coun-IFATHER MEETS HIS SON
try by every bale of cotton and car AT CITY HALL--NO WORM.
toad of wheat placed on shipboard.
Money for South and West.
Nee York bankers are sending to
the west and south all the currency
they can spare. The premium on cur-
rency, which rose u hiab as three
per cent during the week, has had a
serious effect upon exchange-mid the
price of United States bonds It has
liseurbed calculations based upon
gold parities of excbadge and made
possible to pay a higher price to
get gold and esquire bonds as a basis
or calculation than If no such
iremium prevailed.
Failures A'ery Few.
One of the favorable features; of
lie situation thus far is the relatively
enall number of failures of national
hanks as compared with 1593. Then
/8 national banks suspended In
July, G3 es June and August, while
luring the first eight mouths of 1893
the suspension of state and private
banks was 415. In the present edges
the number of national bank suspen-
skies reported does not exceed a
lozen. _and some of these will re-
open.
The new. week openrewqh the
banking situation In New York
cleared up, so fa?' as any danger of
further failures or suspensions are
concerned. with banking • reserves
romparatIvely intact, and with more
than $25,000,000 on the ocean to
itrengthea. them.
The Evening Sun-10c. a week.
A country youth about 19 years
old had been conspicuous about the
city hall since Friday afternoon. He
had a small grip and no where to
Istay. He was permitted to remain
about the hell and slept in the warm
[court room. When applying for
lodging at the city hall be informed
I Captain Frank Harlan that he could
find no work and had no friends to
Igo to. This morning a gruff, middle
!aged man appeared at the city hall,
llooked the boy over, stated that he
would "take him" as he was tots son.
and without thanking any one left
the hall.
•
!MISSION FIELD WORKER
WILL TALK TO THE WOMEN
Miss liaeGowan, of Loulevelei
Presbyterian field mission worker,
will be in Paducah on Thursday and
will address the women of the church
In the church parlors at 3 o'clock
that afternoon.
Notice to Contractors.
The jail committee will receive
bids for building concrete walla
around the county jail up to Satur-
day, November 16. Plans and specie
fications can be seen at the office of
chairman, 119 South Fourth street
Rights reserved to reject any and all
'bids. J. J. BLEICH.
Chairman Jail Committee.
Department Store
The store for all thrifty people
It. ib the store that does sell its
merchandise at real cash prices and
cases give cask on cashier checks.
Notice the blatant inconc:sten-
cy of most merchants out
Cashier's Checks.
Comman sense instinctively per
ceives that a merchant is not telling
goods at real cash prices who adver-
tises to take cashier checks at $1.05
or more in trade when he won't
give you even what they call for in
real money.
Dear reader, aren't you far mcre
Intelligent than such merchants
think? Why some merchants pricer
are so high that they ought to give
you even a $1.25 of their merchan-
dise for a cashier check or any other
kind of a dollar
Next Friday and Saturday,
November 15th and 16th
We will give
A CLOAK OPENING
The representatives of a promineat
manufacturer will be here with sev-
eral hundred garments ready to
deliver at once. Will be glad to have
you come.
Henry B. Harris Presents
EDGAR SELWYN
In the Great American Play
STRONGHEART
The best play of college life ever written.
Mr. Harris has
surrounded Mr.
Selwyn with a very
capable company
and one of the best
productions of the
year is promised.
Now in Its Fourth Year.
1
